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TCC Recommends Course
OnWomm's Dav-Care Center
by Steve Barkan
The Trinity College Council voted Wed- adopt a scheme whereby the proportion of
nesday to recommend to President Lock- men to women would fluctuate from year to
wood that the quota of 1000 male un- year, depending upon the quality of the
dergraduates at the College be abolished. applicant pool." An amendment deleted this
The TCC also sent four other recom- qualification: "In no instance, however,
mendations to Lockwood concerning in- should the proportion of men or women be
(Continued on P. 2)
creased attention in courses to the subject of
women, the hiring of competent women as
faculty members and administrators, the
procuring of a gynecologist's services, and
the treatment of female undergraduates by
members of the faculty.
At the same time, the TCC tabled a sixth
recommendation, to establish a Collegesupported day care center, until the next
meeting on March 22. A final version of the
day care proposal will be submitted by the
Dennis Lalli '72 and R. J. Reynolds '72
Trinity Women's Organization (TWO).
Lockwood is expected to reply in writing have announced plans for a Student Body
to each of the Council's five reeom- Scholarship Fund drive in March and April.
The goal for the fund drive, according to
• mendations by the next meeting.
The subcommittee had also planned to Lalli, is $15,000.
The Scholarship Fund was established by
submit a recommendation regarding the
TWO's request that a woman be added to the the Student Senate in 1968 following the sitin
staff of the College Counselor's office. of May 1968 when 160 students occupied
(Flioto by Dick Schultz)
However, a late meeting with senior Williams Memorial during a meeting of the
Counselor George C. Higgins precluded a Trustees to force "an institutional effort
final recommendation in this matter by the against racism." The College agreed to
John Gettier, Instructor of Religion, becomes the head of the Religion Department. He
match funds raised by the student body up to
TCC's latest meeting.
succeeds Dr. Edmund Cherbonnier, who is on Leave of Absence.
Stemming from a meeting with a total of $15,000.
A Senate resolution, approved overrepresentatives of TWO last December 15,
the proposals were presented to the TCC whelming by the student referendum called
February 16 by a TCC subcommittee for an annual campaign to raise at least
composed of Amy Tenney "74 and J. Ronald $15,000 to provide scholarships for
Spencer, dean for community life, who met economically and culturally disadvantaged
students. As stipulated by the Senate
several times with members of TWO.
The five approved recommendations resolution, any unraised balance in the
$15,000 was to be allocated from the Senate
were:
"That the TCC recommend to the President Activities budget, now the Student Activities,
by John Tyler
and to other responsible officers of the Budget.
In the first year, ¥8,000 was raised in the
College that the present discriminatory
Gettier
received
a
B.A.
degree
from
John A. Gettier, assistant professor of
admissions quota for women be abolished. fund campaign, and $7,000 allocated from
Wesleyan
University
in
1956
and
a
Bachelor
religion, has been appointed to a two-year
In place of the present policy of always the budget. In the second year, $3,000 was
term as chairman of the Religion Depart- of Divinity from Yale Divinity School in having at least 1000 male undergraduates at raised. Last year, there was no campaign,
1961.
He
will
receive
a
Th.D.
from
Union
ment, following the policy of chairmanship
(Continued on P. 9)
the College, we think it would be fairer to
rotations established by the Board of Theological Seminary in May.
Trustees in 1967. Gettier succeeds Edmund
LaB. Cherbonnier, professor of religion,
currently on one-year leave of absence in
England. Cherbonnier will return to the
College in September.
Gettier said the Religion Department has
decided to increase the number of its course
offerings in oriental religions. Next year,
Donald A. Braue, instructor in religion, will
by Matthew Moloshok
teach a two-semester survey of the
salaries in the form of opium, he said. pipes or other implements - he said.
Jonathan Spence, professor of history at Workers on waterways would frequently set
Spence said the Ch'ing treated users well
Religions of the Orient, a one semester
University,
linked
social themselves up as small-time dealers, taking if they named their distributors but were
course in Buddhism, a course in Oriental Yale
Philosophies of Religion and an additional demoralization in China to the rise of opium their earnings and selling them at a profit to treated as distributors - penalty, death or
course in Hinduism and Islam focusing on addiction in the eighteenth and nineteenth others who did not have immediate access to banishment - if they would not. "The incredible thing seems to have been how few
the cultural-historical background of the centuries.
the drug, he said.
were willing to name their
In a lecture Monday, March 6, Spence
recent conflict between India and Pakistan.
Chinese legal theory faced a major people
Gettier reaffirmed the Department's argued that the physical and economic challenge in dealing with opium addiction, distributors," Spence said.
In addition, the Ch'ing punished parents
support of the Jewish Studies program, consequences of opium's widespread use according to Spence. He said that until 1800
promising at least one course each were among the problems leading to China's the distributors were seen as the source of whose children were found to smoke the
semester. Next year, Jewish Studies twentieth century revolutions.
the problem and did not try to stop users or drug, according to Spence. He said parents
In
addition
to
tracing
the
history
of
opium
growers. By 1830, however, the reigning were encouraged, as upholders of Confucian
courses will be taught by a part-time,
rotating lecturer. Gettier stated, however, usage in China from 1700 to the Communist Manchu dynasty swung to an opposite ex- tradition, to hold their families in line.
These new laws led to three major
that he hoped interest in the program would take-over in 1949, Spence discussed the treme, hitting at users and any who abetted
problems,
Spence said: 1) encouraged
problems
o
f
distribution
and
prohibition
opium
usage
people
who
leased
stores
in
eventually warrant the hiring of a full-time
which attended the trade. He also explained which the drug was sold, and any who sold clandestine usage, 2) allowed citizens to
instructor.
blackmail officials who were users or adNext year, Issues in Contemporary how addiction created its own vested indicts and 3) allowed officials to blackmail
terest
which
hindered
opium's
prohihition.
Theology: Process Philosophies and
citizens.
"The
moral
of
this
story,
then,
as
far
as
Christian Thought will be taught Henry J.
Spence pointed to other problems in
Young, teaching fellow in religion. Gettier I've gotten it, seems to be that. . .incessant
stopping
usage. The complexity and the
mobilization
of
national
will
seems
to
be
explained that the program of a teaching
numbers of people involved in distribution
able to transcend the most extraordinary
fellowship
in
religion,
designed
to
attract
teuowship in religion, designed to attract a Die to u«u»«=»- """,'
made it impossible to police, he said. At the
f ddition- even
whon ifit ;iss intense
same time, Spence saw several groups as
talented Black faculty to the College, was patterns of ^ i o n , even»h ^ itw intense
having a vested interest in continuing the
first instituted last year under the joint morphine addict«*•• s P™?? ti ™^, as v a s t ,
opium habit of the citizens.
sponsorship of the Department of Religion
The extent of opiumaddiction was va
First, smokers themselves wanted to
and the Hartford Seminary Foundation. Spence said. According f ™ J g ^ J
continue usage, for many reasons:
a
Young, who is studying for his doctorate at "cautious ^ e s
^ t ^ QuanUt.^0.
heightened sensitivity, relaxation in social
life, and, of course, its medical properties.
Hartford Seminary, is teaching two religion opium c o " s u ^ t ^ e a r c h Chfnaimported
Second, officials capitalized on the illicit
courses here.
is a full member
of the based on .tof owniesea reh Ohm a P
igionHeDepartment
p
trade to extort funds which they used to pad
a
Department
and is accordedgeneral
faculty status,
10,000
000 pounds
15,000,UUU
Umneac,
wv,.~of op ™ „ J u l a t i
tinue its experimental
exam about
their own pockets, or meet tax quotas. Ofprogram
again Department
this spring. plans
Each to
senior
population were large
.The Religion
con- and 10 percent of the^^^^^^JslsOim
ficials who wanted to introduce western
l
j prepares a 15-page paper on users.
religion
major
arms and other new institutions or ina subject of his special interest, usually the
ventions to strengthen China were parOwing to the extent of the usage, Spence
outgrowth of a tutorial or an advanced-level said, "Distribution became a major part of
ticularly interested in using opium revenues
religion course. Copies of the paper are Chinese business life. .." Several networks
to develop armies. Finally, peasants had
frequently switched to growing opium which
distributed to all religion majors and are were established, Speriee explained, to get
was a great cash crop and therefore
discussed at a three-day-long department the opium from the coast where the opium
depended on its continued usage for a
meeting held at a lakeside retreat in was dropped off to inland markets.
Canaan, Conn. During the meeting, each
The Chinese came to use opium as a form
livelihood.
student defends his paper against two of money, Spence said, which facilitated its
(Continued on P. 9)
assigned student critics and answers distribution. Merchants would accept it in
business deals and workers would take their
questions from the floor.
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TCC Presents Recommendations
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allowed to exceed sixty per cent of the total
undergraduate population."
"that the TCC recommend to the Dean of
the Faculty, to department chairmen and to
the Faculty at large that, where appropriate, more attention be devoted in
courses to the subject of women. Study of
women as a distinct topic might be particularly appropriate in such departments
as history, English, economics, psychology,
political science, religion and sociology. In
some cases, the topic might be incorporated
into existing courses; in others, serious
consideration should be given to creating
new courses. . . .
"At this time, it is not feasible to establish a
separate. Women's Studies department or

program. But it is necessary for existing
departments and programs to do more in
this area if undergraduates-male as well as
female-are to benefit fully from their
educational experience."
"That the TCC recommend to all of those
officials of the College with responsibility
for hiring faculty members and administrators that they continue and expand
their efforts to hire competent women to fill
available positions. If Trinity is to become a
truly co-educational institution, it is
essential that the present imbalance of male
to female faculty members and administrators be redressed,"
"That the TCC recommend to the President

News Analysis

Review of GYN Services

• ^'»

by Emily Holcombc
According to TWO members, local
One of the five TCC recommendations to
President Lockwood based on proposals gynecologists are so busy that it sometimes
from the Trinity Women's Organization takes two or three weeks to get an ap(TWO) is to provide gynecological services pointment. A gynecologist on campus would
on campus, either through the Infirmary or guarantee availability at least once a week.
in conjunction with neighboring colleges.
In addition, TWO speaks of "reasons of
Two factors must be considered before delicacy" that would make an on-campus
offering this service: 1) how extensive, physician preferable, for some yetreally, is the need of Trinity coeds for unexplained reason.
gynecological services on campus and 2)
But can such arguments justify the exhow expensive would such a service be?
penditure of as much as $4000? (The figure is
Finding a competent gynecologist willing not yet certain, according to J. Ronald
to abandon a lucrative practice once or Spencer, Dean for Community Life.) At
twice a week to trek to Trinity for a com- some women's colleges, with 3 to 4 times
paratively small fee is a big obstacle. He or more women living on campus than at
she would examine many students only once Trinity, gynecological services are not
or twice - hardly time to develop a good provided, according to Spencer. In those
knowledge of their medical and cases women are expected to tend to their
psychological histories. In addition, several needs in the local community - often a long
women students have voiced doubts about drive away.
the desirability of turning the Infirmary into
Of great concern is the quality and cost of
a "birth control dispensary" once or twice existing gynecological services, in clinics
aweek. The Infirmary, they say, is already and through private physicians, within
too busy; and, one girl asks, "Who wants all walking distance. To determine this, the
the campus gossips to know your personal TRIPOD did an incognito survey of local
affairs?"
clinics, and interviewed several women
It would seem obvious, in a basic, rational about their experiences with private
way, to expect that nearly all college coeds physicians.
need the services of a gynecologist at one
There are three clinics that provide birth
time or another. Sophisticated college control devices and related gynecological
constitutents realize that gynecologists services: Planned Parenthood, Hartford
perform a wide range of medical practices Hospital, and Burgdorf Health Center.
beyond simply dispensing the Pill.
Planned Parenthood clinic charges $23 for
;•'•- The real question, it would seem, is the first examination, including a
whether such gynecological services are Papanicolaou smear test for cancer, a test
necessary on campus. After all, a large for gonorrhea, and a six-month supply of the
hospital stands a ten-minute walk away. In desired birth control device. The fee is
addition, at least two dozen gynecologists flexible; most students are charged $10, and
have offices within walking distance of the the lowest fee is $1.50. Planned Parenthood
College.
(Continued on P. 9)

-News Analysis

Susan Avery,
'74,
was elected news editor
A
'74
of Sthe TRIPOD
at a staffl meeting Sunday
and to other responsible college officials She replaces Ken Post, '75, who resta
8
that adequate gynecological services be last week.
obtained through some means, either on
Alex Trocker, '74, was elected
campus or through some agency such as the photography editor. He succeeds Martin
"Hartford four-college consortium. "Many Natvig, '74, who resigned Sunday. Trocker
women have pointed out that there are often and Natvig served as co-editors.
delays of up to a month in obtaining apAvery is the third woman in two years to
pointments with competent gynecologists in be elected to the editorial board of the
the Hartford area. In addition, there are newspaper, following Susannah Heschel
often difficulties in obtaining transportation '73, who was elected news editor in October'
to and from the offices of such physicians. . 1970, and Catherine Harris, '74, who was
elected arts editor in April, 1971.
Also elected to the Tripod staff were:
"That the TCC to on record as urging all
members of the faculty to treat female Steve Barkan, '73, and Robin Adelson, %
undergraduates with the same interest and working for news and sports, respectively',
concern which have normally been ac- and Sam Gidding, '74, a photographer.
At Sunday's staff meeting Susannah
corded their male counterparts. Male
faculty and administrators, in particular, Heschel, editor, announced a new TRIPOD
should carefully examine their attitudes policy for handling complaints. She said that
toward women students so as to insure that all complaints "must be submitted in
they do not-;perhaps unconsciously-treat writing to the editorial hoard for conthe intellectual potential and career sideration." Heschel said that the editorial s>
aspirations of women less seriously than board will "consider each complaint
they do those of men. In view of the fact that carefully, and respond in writing." She
women have long been discouraged from added that all TRIPOD staff members were
pursuing careers in such areas as medicine "urged not to discuss disagreements with
and the law, it may even be necessary that complainants," in order not to "prejudice
capable women students be given special any case."
encouragement in this regard. . ."
Heschel also announced a call for adThe tabled day care recommendation ditional women reporters for the TRIPOD.
read in part: "That TCC recommend to the She said that only 11 members of the
President and other responsible ad- TRIPOD staff of 47 are women, less than25
ministrative officers that full and serious per cent. Only four of these, she said, are
consideration be given to the forthcoming editors or assistant editors. Heschel said she
proposal to establish a College-supported hoped that "those coeds who clamor for
day care center in the former Theta Xi greater involvement of women in College
fraternity, should the College obtain affairs" would take "greater interest in
writing for the TRIPOD."
possession of that building."

~

Women's Studies Possible
by Aimee Brown
With the on-set of co-education at Trinity, persons on the faculty than the title or
the college has shifted from a previously all- subject matter," he stated. Dean Nye added
male emphasis to a role which better serves that unless the professor was interesting,
co-education. This has called for a gradual the course, no matter in what area, was
change of the curriculum to fit the desires of useless. Because of past prejudice by
the women on campus.
graduate schools, Dean Nye stated that
"It is well recognized that women bring there are not as many qualified women to
greater breadth to intellectual inquiry with teach in some areas especially in the
an overview that tends not to be asked with sciences.
only male students," said Dean of the
In their recruitment practice Dean Nye
Faculty Edwin P. Nye.
stated that they were seeking out women
Besides the increase of women in the who have the resilience to withstand
classroom, Trinity has added several residual discrimination. He continued that
courses to its academic curriculum em- the recent success with the additional
phasizing women. In the economics women faculty will make it easier to hire
department instructor Francine Weisskoff more when the positions are available.
is conducting a seminar on "Women in the
"If it is proper and useful to admit women
United States Economy" and as part of the to college, we have to objectify the fact that
psychology program associate professor the future will have meaning, otherwise, we
Michele Toomey is teaching a course on would refute the educational strengths that
"Sex Roles and Attitude Formation."
women acquire," stated Dean Nye/
Many colleges and universities have
Francine Weisskoff stated that her course
separated such courses stressing women's on Women in the United States Economy
contributions to society into Womens' "was required because it pertained to a
Studies Department.
special problem which needed in-depth
According to Dean Nye, Trinity hopes to study. Next semester she will be teaching a
integrate the program throughout the freshman seminar on the same subject.
departments by recruiting women to the
She said that more courses emphasizing
faculty to help educate the role of women. women will be seen as the demand for them
He added that Trinity is moving to get a grows. "Every disciple must re-think itself
• significantly larger number of women in the in order for women to become an integral
administration and faculty.
part of society," she stated.
By bringing their own insights to bear in
The Trinity Womens organization sent a
the sciences and humanities Dean Nye proposal to President Lockwood through the
stated that women will directly and Trinity College Council asking the college to
naturally influence the curriculum more . develop courses on women in each departsignificantly than if women's courses were ment where they were appropriate
off in their own group. Dean Nye pointed out
According to Sara Throne '74, the
that the appropriate Black studies courses Women's
Organization requested that adhave been integrated into the Inter-cultural ditional faculty
members be hired if
department.
someone in the department didn't S U H V
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Dick Gregory
Speaks At
UHartford
by Erik Larsen
Dick Gregory, noted black comedian and
social satirist, spoke Friday night, March 10
to a capacity audience at the University of
Hartford. Gregory, who is now in his
eleventh month of fasting in protest of the
Vietnam war, spoke on "Social Problems:
Social or Antisocial?" calling for America's
youth to "rally behind morality" to solve the
world's problems.
Gregory, one of the keynote speakers at
UHar's Black Week, says he has spent 98%
of his time at college campuses across the
country, because he said he feels that
college students are "the most moral and
honest people in the world."
Gregory's comments focused primarily
on youth and their obligation to social
change. He spoke of last year's May-Day
demonstrations, where, "7,000 young people
were arrested in one day for non-criminal
offenses, trying to force Dick Nixon to end
the. War." He said that those people who
were arrested during the demonstrations
went to jail, "not for the actual blocking of
traffic in Washington, but for the reasons
behind their actions." Gregory also
criticised Nixon for being responsible for
"messing up the economy," adding that,
"when somebody messes with the 'Jolly
Green Jesus,' the same white people who
voted him (Nixon) in will vote him out."
Gregory said there was need for independent political action by today's youth,
claiming that "the Democratic and
Republican parties are too unfit to govern
this country." Eighteen year-olds who
register in either of the two major parties,
"have got to be crazy," he said, because
party membership gives people, "the right
to elect, but not to select." He suggested
organized boycotts and mass sacrifices as
means of political action to end the war in
Indochina and other political oppression.
Gregory also aimed criticism at
universities stating, "Schools should teach
you how to live instead of teaching you how
to make a living." He advocated the use of a
"pass-incomplete" grading system,
claiming that the present methods are
primarily "chaotic, degrading systems,"
which only succeed in creating and fostering
cheating situations. The schools, he
claimed; must set the precedent for the
country to, "put more emphasis on human
rights than property rights."
Gregory also emphasized the need to
provide equal education to people of all
races.

•v
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(Photo by Dick Schultz)

K n e e D e e p I n Jello

Thomas A. Smith, vice-president, announced Friday that $8000 collected in car registration fees in September would be used in
building a parking lot behind South Campus dormitories. The lot will probably hold about 20 cars, Smith said. Alfred A. Garofolo,
director of security, said he favored building a bigger lot, but heard objections from Buildings and Grounds that an expanded lot would
interfere with the "beautification program."
Garofolo said he hoped the ETV lot could be expanded, with an entrance from Summit Street. He added that it is "hard to justify
building or expanding any parking lots when the present lots aren't being used" such as those at Broad and Vernon Streets. These lots
are not being used, according to Garofolo, because they are far from the center of campus.
"We talk a lot about ecology," Garofolo said, "Well I say let's live it. If we're going to talk safety, if we're going to talk ecology, we're
going to have to do a little walking to get to our cars."

News Analysis

N. Hampshire Surprises Candidates
With the New Hampshire presidential
primary already a week old and the Florida
primary in the process of becoming at this
very moment, an analysis of the campaign
seems in order.
Being only in the seventh week of a
political science course on elections and
voting behavior, we claim no expertise in
the matter, and whatever we say here will
probably be reiterated this week in Time
and Newsweek. But for those of you who
only read the Tripod, impressions gathered
from the various media and personal intuition are presented forthwith.
Edmund Muskie did lose some momentum
and clearly suffered at least a psychological
loss. Despite his comment that the person
with the most votes wins, his victory party
last Tuesday night didn't quite sound too
much like that of a winner. Falling two
points short of the 50 percent mark was
somewhat of a setback, even though the
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by Steve Barkan
difference represents only 3,500 New
Hampshire voters. But Muskie had said that
a 2-1 margin over McGovern was needed for
a "real" victory. His people were confident
that he would win all 20 of New Hampshire's
delegates, but he in fact won only 14, with
McGovern cornering the rest. Muskie's
decision to debate on the eve of the primary
was not that of a confident candidate. His
tearful denunciation of reactionary
newspaper publisher William Loeb is said
by some to have been a sign of "emotional
instability," but to Us it's more a sign of the
unfeeling, hard-guy image America so sadly
ascribes to its men.
George McGovern gathered 37 percent of
the vote, at least 12 percent more than even
the most optimistic poll had given him, and
he won those six delegates. His organization
was clearly the best by far, and the 2200
youths he had come to New Hampshire the
weekend before the election exceeded the
highest number Gene McCarthy ever got.
McGovern's showing was described
primary night by one TV commentator as
"astonishing," but while he proved he was a
stronger candidate than had generally been
conceded by so-called experts, in the long
run he probably didn't help himself as much
as he helped Hubert Humphrey or even
Edward Kennedy, who benefit with every
Muskie slip.
The poor showing by the other Democratic
candidates-Hartke, Yorty, Mills, and Coll-demonstrated that they'll soon be returning
to whatever activities they used to indulge
in.
As for the Republicans, Richard Nixon
won 69 percent, as expected, and it means
little to say that 3 voters in 10 voted against
him. Pete McCloskey waged a valiant
campaign, calling for the President's impeachment, but in the end could muster only
20 percent of the vote. A few days ago he
dropped out of the primary race to try to

retain his Congressional seat. Rep. Ashbrook gathered 10 percent and serves as a
nice reminder of what Nixon used to be and
could still revert to, given half a chance by a
victory in November.
Two other items on New Hampshire are of
interest here. First, a supposedly lackluster
campaign produced a surprisingly high
Democratic turnout Don't know what it
means, but at least it's interesting. Second,
the impact of the 18-year-old (student) vote
can be discerned to some extent. About
84,000 voters in the 18-24 age bracket were
eligible to vote for the first time in the New
Hampshire primary. While we don't know
how many of them actually voted,
McGovern did win 82 percent of the vote in
Durham, where the University of New
Hampshire is located, and 76 percent in
Hanover, home of Dartmouth College. An
interesting finding, perhaps, but whether
the student and/or youth vote will really
make much of a difference elsewhere
remains to be ,seen.
Florida's results should prove a lot more
complicated than New Hampshire's. To
play the numbers game, George Wallace
will win with 30-35 percent of the vote, and
Humphrey should be next with around 25
percent. Muskie will probably come in third
with about 20 percent, unless New Hampshire really hurt him. If Sen. Henry Jackson
beats him, Muskie will feel it heavily, and
Humphrey should take his place as the
Democratic frontrunner.
Out in left field lie McGovern, Lindsay,
and Chisolm. McGovern is playing down
Florida, since he expects to do poorly there
anyway, and is instead looking to April 4 and
Wisconsin. If he gets less than 5 percent,
however, it will hurt him a little. John
Lindsay certainly has spent more time and
money in Florida than McGovern, and he
should do somewhat better than the South
(Continued on P. 9)

Draft Policies Annouiiced
Under New Rules System
Under new selective service policies
announced last Friday, persons who reques.t
an appeal or a personal appearance before a
draft board must do so within fifteen days
after the postmark of a classification card.
Local boards may, however, grant a
fifteen day extension if the registrant proves
that his failure to respond within the first
fifteen days was due to reasons beyond his
control.
A person had thirty days to file for an
appeal or personal appearance before his
local board under the old regulations which
the new rules superceded.
The local board is now required to notify a
registrant of his scheduled appearance
fifteen days in advance.
A registrant may also bring up to three
witnesses to testify to the board on his
behalf.

Under the new regulations, a quorum of
board members must be present at the
personal appearance, they must give the
registrant at least fifteen minutes to present
his claim and, in the event they reject his
claim, must tell the registrant their reasons.
This is the first time that registrants have
been guaranteed the right of bringing
witnesses on their behalf. Also, old rules did
not require the board to give reasons for its
actions.
The regulations, announced Friday, offer
registrants for the first time the right to
have a personal appearance before their
state appeals board as well as the
presidential appeals board.
Registrants may now leave the country
without receiving the permission of their
local board, overturning the old rules which
required that the board O.K. the trip.
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St. Louis Symphony Isi
"A Pleasant Surprise
by David Seltzer
Mr. Walter Susskind and the Saint Louis movement - "On the Beach at Night Alone"
Symphony Orchestra brought this season's - was mysterious and contemplative beb
Bushnell Symphony Series to a triumphant beautifully executed. The final section
close last Thursday night, performing works "The Explorers," was also enjoyable'
by Ralph Vaughan Williams and Ludwig particularly the ending, which like the low
van Beethoven.
tide, receded into the distance.
Perhaps because it was more familiar
The major piece of the evening was
Vaughan William's Symphony No. 1 ("A Sea Beethoven's Symphony No. 2 received mote
Symphony.") combining the talents of the favorable audience response. Mr
orchestra, the Rutgers University Choir, Susskind's choice of this symphony
the
least-performed of
and soloists Benita Valente and Victor probably
Braun. The texts of several poems by Walt Beethoven's nine, was refreshing, Mr
Whitman about the sea were used as the Susskind is a fascinating conductor to oi
theme for this symphony. Vaughan serve, for unlike many other directors who
Williams is best known for his instrumental are almost statuesque on the podium, he
compositions based on English folk songs, displayed considerable enthusiasm in
which are pleasant but not monumental in directing the orchestra. It is fascinating to
stature, yet he also wrote nine major watch a conductor whose motions show the
symphonies, revealing the range of his audience just what he is doing; with >
sweeping gestures, Mr. Susskind would
ability.
I was unfamiliar with The Sea Symphony, conjure up arpeggios from the woodwinds,
and at times it sounded to me like a com- while a perfunctory flick of his wrist would
bination of Rodger's "Victory at Sea," and produce the requisite entrance from the
the theme song to "Gilligan's Island," but brass.
He dissected the symphony for his
the performance was' nonetheless impressive. Soprano Benita Valente and Victor listeners, exploiting every passage. Mr,
Braun, baritone, sang well, and even from Susskind was able to reproduce the
my last-row seat out on Buckingham Street, whimsicality of the scherzo movement while
I could clearly understand the text. Credit retaining the serenity of the larghetto in the
also belongs to Mr. Susskind, for his careful second movement. Despite his grand
balancing of choir, orchestra and soloists. gestures, the conductor paid meticulous
Each of the four movements described a attention to rhythm and showed impeccable
Peer Gynt, presented last week by the Theater Arts Department in Goodwin Theater,
mood or picture, and while not strictly deference to the dynamics.
featured six Peer Gynts, one of whom (Christian Horn) contemplates his situation above.
In reflection, the St. Louis Symphony was
programmatic, one could recognize the
TRIPOD reviewer Regnier termed the production "fluid" and "lyrical." See Review
various themes in the music. The second a pleasant surprise. One rarely hears such
below.
orchestras, since the more established,
more widely acclaimed orchestras of
Boston, New York, Cleveland and
Philadelphia dominate recordings. Still,
while secondary in public recognition, the
St. Louis group gave a first-rate performance, worthy of any of the larger orchestras.
Although the Saint Louis Symphony will
not be appearing in the Bushnell Series next
by Tom Regnier
season, six excellent orchestras have been
but an extraordinary one. And there was the scheduled. In order of appearance, they will
Ibsen's Peer Gynt, which was presented
pathos of his final reunion with Solveig, his be: Eugene Ormandy conducting the
by the Theater Arts Department last week,
beloved. One scene that was done par- Philadelphia Orchestra, Rudolf Kempe with
is a play about a man whose goal in life is to
ticularly well and which helped to illuminate the Royal Philharmonic, Michael Tilson
be, no matter what he does, himself alone.
He goes through life an incredible egoist and
Mr. Eliet's methods, took place in the last Thomas leading the Boston Symphony,
opportunist who plays many roles.. He
act when Peer compared himself to an onion Claudio Abbado and the Cleveland Orbecomes a teller of tall tales, a lover, a
he was peeling. For this scene all six Peers chestra, Leopold Hager directing the
tycoon, a prophet, a traveler, an arwere brought together, and each peeled off a Mozarteum Orchestra of Salzburg, and
chaeologist. Yet he maintains all along that
layer of the onion. The last Peer found that Eugen Jocum conducting the Bamberg
he is still his own "Gyntian self." Director
when he had stripped away all the layers Symphony.
David Eliet, however, was able to point up
there was nothing left-no real Peer Gynt
the absurdity of Peer Gynt's appraisal of
under all the parts he has played.
himself by having six different actors play
In the last act Peer meets a button molder
the role of Peer during the course of the
who tells him that he must be melted down
play. Whenever a new actor assumed the
since he has not been a saint who would
part, the change was signified by that acmerit heaven or a really outstanding sinner
tor's putting on a brightly colored vest
who would deserve to go to hell. Peer will
which he wore until a new Peer took over. If
lose his precious selfhood unless he can
for no other reason, this would be an inprove that he has always been himself. He
directed by Chip Rome
teresting idea simply for its boldness. But it scenes which follow Peer Gynt on his ad- soon comes across the troll king, however,
is also a very effective stroke because of its ventures all over the world. Mr. Eliet who tells him that the motto "to be myself
relationship to the meaning of the play. avoided a great deal of unnecessary scenery alone" is the thing that distinguishes trolls
Imagine, if you did hot see the play, that by not having a set at all, in the conventional
during the course of an evening six different' sense of the term. In fact, the theater was from men. In following this motto, Peer has
people have said to you, "I am Peer Gynt. I literally stripped to its bare essentials, as i t paradoxically not been himself, but a troll.
directed by Allen Glater
am myself alone." Surely the existence of . to show that it had nothing up its sleeve. The But Peer at last returns to Solveig, who has
the other five Gynts would cast a shade of stage had no curtains whatsoever, with the waited for him all the years he has been
doubt on each one's claim. The irony is that result that the audience could see the gray gone. She tells him that his true self was in
Peer Gynt, who has tried to live as himself cinder blocks of the back wall of the theater. her faith, her hope, and her love. The play
alone, is diffused among six different actors. This matte it clear that the play was not ends with Peer resting his head on Solvieg's
He is all of them and none of them. There is going to spoonfeed its audience but expected lap and the button molder saying that he will
no such thing as the real Peer Gynt, for he them to participate in sustaining the illusion', be waiting at the next crossroads.
in the Goodwin Theater,
has always been changing. And he has never by using their imaginations, At the begin- • Although the cast as a whole worked well
Austin Arts Center
given up enough of himself in any one time ning of each scene, an actori would give a together, there were individual peror place for some part of himself to survive. brief description of the locale; and the actors formances which deserve special mention.
Admission is free
Bring a friendfj
For those who were unfamiliar with the would do whatever was necessary to suggest Christian Horn, as Peer Gynt number two,
actors, Peer Gynt was played by Lewis the setting. In the first scene, for example,1 gave the most well-rounded performance of
Williams, Christian
Horn,
Hugh the actors posed as trees, and a long strip of the play. He made the fullest use of his face,
d'Autremont, Peter Kiliani, Brian blue cloth represented a stream. Excellent voice,, and body to present a complex
McEleney, and Len Cowan, in that order. use was made of several "set pieces," which characterization. Anne Scurria, as Aase,
were large wooden constructions shaped was extremely convincing at portraying the
Mr. Eliet's staging was consistent with the something like shoeboxes. These were rolled mother's ambivalent feelings towards her
expansive nature of the play. As written by intp place by the actors themselves and son-ready at one moment to thrash him for
Ibsen the play is a series of many short represented at various times a mountaintop, disobeying, and the next moment
a bed, the deck of a ship, or a piece of a threatening anyone who dared lay a hand on
ship's keel floating in the sea. At other him. Ann Convery gave a great deal of life to
times, the set pieces seemed to.be simply the role of Ingrid, a girl who is seduced by
defining the area in which the scene was to Peer, She also gave an appropriate air of
take place. Also used were some all-purpose mystery to the role of the strange passenger
wooden racks which contained costumes whom Peer meets on the ship. As the last
and the musical instruments used for sound Peer Gynt, Len Cowan gave a most ineffects. The lighting, which was designed by telligent performance, leading the audience
Cyndi Hawkins, was highly effective in through the play's concluding scenes with a
sure touch. And David Eliet played the
contributing to the mood of each scene.
button molder with a diabolical grin. But
The end result of Mr. Eliet's staging was a perhaps it is rude of me to mistake a foot for
fluid, lyrical Peer Gynt capable of arousing a horse's hoof.
a great range of emotions in its audience.
Peer Gynt definitely represents David
Will be presented by the concert choir
The opening argument between Peer and his Eliet
at his best. In a play with as loose a
on Friday and Saturday, March 17 and 18
mother Aase, for example, was quite comic,
"That don't shock me, sonny. I bee "
ending with Peer putting his screaming structure as this one, he is faced with the
in the Chapel at 8:15. This informal
challenge
of
finding
new
and
daring
ways
to
mother on the millhouse roof. But then there
around!" Jay Allison will play Stu, a "»»«
concert will feature a combination of
were the nightmares of Peer's entrance into express his view of the play. As Peter Brook,
with a mean imagination, in Saw
Renaissance, electronic, and conthe
great
British
director,
has
said,
"If
what
the troll kingdom and his later visit to the
temporary avant garde music for voices,
Shepard's CHICAGO this Friday at «;»
lunatic asylum. There was the irony of his you want is for the play to be heard, then you
organ, tapes, and bells.
p.m. and Saturday afternoon at 1:l5 . .
must
conjure
its
sound
from
it."
Because
of
attempts to escape annihilation by proving
the Goodwin Theater. Admission is fret
that he had been, not just an average sinner Mr. Eliet's expert conjuring, Peer Gynt

Six of one ...
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Theater Arts Presents Peerless 'Gynt

The Jesters
Brecht's
"The Informer"
Chekhov's
"The Boor"

4:15 on Monday,
March 20
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Rush Shows Performance Ability
by Bill Ferns
7

Many
Moods

TT7T T?

tunes each bear an individual character of to the one that is played, a single saxophone
their own. Because of this, he has earned a sounds hollow, and cannot match the
place along with the other great Chicago amount of supporting work two or more
blues writers: Muddy Waters, A/K/A, horns can. However, even with this disadMcKinley Morganfield, Willie Dixon, and vantage, Little Beau did prove capable of
Chester Burnett, popularly referred to as backing up Rush's guitar work well without
Howling Wolf. And he has the distinct ad- getting in the way, holding his own during
vantage of being an entire generation his own solos.
by Walter Whitehouse
Some of Rush's material seemed totally
younger than this triumverate. UnSunday night at the Trinity College Chapel
fortunately, Rush also labors under the improvised, particularly the more soulful
was a night of many moods. John Holtz,
distinct disadvantage of being a much less tunes. After he would start out with a riff,
chairman of the Organ and Liturgical Music
well-known performer. Thus, the chances and signal the rest of the band when to jump
Department of the Hartt School of Music,
are that you have heard his songs many in and start cooking. Even during these
presented an organ recital of widely varied
times before, but played by even younger- sections, the band stuck together well, while
works, each of which successfully created
still utilizing some good dynamics.
HARTFORD, Conn.-Sir Roland Penrose, and whiter- blues and rock musicians.
an emotional and aesthetic impact. Un- distinguished English author, art critic,
However, last Saturday night in the However, Rush would often pull out of midfortunately, the total effect was not as collector, lecturer and painter, will Washington Room, Otis Rush, the blues air the endings to these jams, and the ensuccessful as each individual effort because inaugurate the Edwin M. Blake Memorial performer, demonstrated that he is just as dings to some of his prepared tunes. They
the moods were too varied to sustain a Lectures at Trinity College with three capable as Otis Rush the blues writer with usually had nothing to do with the number,
unified program.
illustrated lectures on contemporary ar- his powerful vocals and fafcile, sensitive and they sounded as if Rush had tired of the
The concert opened with Norman Dell tists.
guitar work. For you trivia fans, Rush plays song and wanted to end it as soon as possible
Joio's "Laudation," which presented the
. The lectures entitled "Picasso: Beauty and guitar left-handed with the strings arranged by just strumming a chord on the tonic. As
capacity crowd with contrasting episodes of the Beast," "Max Ernsi:The Elephant of for a right-handed player, which makes the disappointing as such endings may be, they
full organ and flute-and-string sounds. The the Celebes" and "Three Spaniards: upper register of the guitar a bitch to play. still were only the endings. And they were
piece was a "slow roller", so that by the last Picasso, Miro and Tapies, " will be given on Rush led his Chicago Blues Band through disappointing only because, on the whole,
few measures it seemed inadvertently that March 14, 15, and 16 at 8:15 p.m. in the many of his own hits, several blues stan- the rest of Rush's work was so well done.
With some more polishing, Rusl could
Holtz had decided to get his recital moving. Austin Arts Center. The lectures will also dards, and some boogie and James Browneasily become as good a performer at. some
He followed with two antiphons of Marcel mark the opening of the Center's Blake oriented soul jams.
Dupre, entitled "I am black but comely, 0 Memorial Room which will contain the
Unfortunately, Rush and his band started of his more famous Chicagoan colleagues.
Ye Daughters of Jerusalem," and "How collected works of the late Dr. Blake, an out their first set very slowly. It is debatable Then maybe he'll be recognized for perFair and how Pleasant Art Thou." Holtz artist and scientist. The lectures and whether the audience applauded the first set forming his own songs, instead of having to
juxtaposed the slow sensual undercurrent of exhibition are open to the public.
out of sympathy or out of ignorance; staff rely on others for public exposure.
the first antiphon well with the lonely and
An off-Broadway preview will come to members of WRTC reported receiving
pleading flute solo on the beautiful Flute Trinity College March 17 at 8:00 PM when phone calls requesting such information as
Harmonique of the Great Organ.
Goggin and Solley present in concert the "Can we blow dope at the concert tonight?"
Holtz's third selection, a suite on the songs from their soon-to-open show, and "When is the Otis Rushing concert?"
Gloria by Francois Couperin, was written "HARK!" in a benefit for the Student Body but better blues has been played. It wasn't
for organs from which the Trinity organ Scholarship Fund, a fund raised by Trinity until Rush set into two of his more famous
took its basic design. The pieces were thus Students to provide scholarships for the tunes, "All Your Lovin' " and "I Can't Quit
You, Babe," which were popularized by
registrated excellently, and although the College.
by Daniel Freelander
John Mayall and Led Zeppelin, that his band
performance was not quite determined
"Music for Two 'Cellos" was the theme of
got down to some serious blues playing.
enough, he achieved the French classical
mood. Ending the first half was Bach's
Dan Goggin and Marvin Solley have From that point on, Rush was able to the second of this year's Postludes series.
Some 60 Trinity students and faculty
Toccata in F major, with which Holtz received rave notices at the universities of maintain a firm grip on the audience.
displayed a fine technique in both the long Connecticut, Hartford, and Rhode Island.
One of the strong points of the concert members attended this informal concert
solo pedal passages and in the difficult They have also appeared at New York's was the Blues Bands fine sense of dynamics. last Tuesday in the Chapel.
Janet Cochran and Margaret Hiebert
arpeggiatic episodes between manuals and Bitter End Cafe and their TV credits include Unlike many blues bands, Rush's group uses
grew
musically in the process of the concert.
volume
control
as
an
integral
part
of
its
the Tonite Show and Ed Sullivan. Both have
pedals.
Having started the concert a bit unsure of
The same impressive technique appeared acted on Broadway, most recently in music, to lull and then to exqite. It is an themselves, their confidence increased, and
effective device, and without it, a band could
in Dietrich Buxtehude's Prelude and Fugue dramatic roles in "Luther."
along with it the pitch and quality of their
Goggin and Solley will appear in the not really do the music justice.
in E minor; it is this ability one looks for in
Another strong point was the expertise of playing.
organ performances, and Holtz showed he Washington Room in Mather Hall at Trinity
The first selection was Sonata in C Major
., had it,. We then leapt into a selection entitled College Friday evening, March. 17, at 8:00 Rush's back-up musicians.-Chicago blues • by Joseph Bodin de Boismortier (1691-1755).
bands
do
not
always
tend
to
be
the
most
.
ti'.'The .Eagles Gather," for . multi-media: PM. Tickets are $1.50 and may be obtained
inventive groups around. Legerement, the first movement, lost im•tape, percussion, organ, and Chaplain Tull's at the door or in advance at Mather Hall. AH rhythmically
Fortunately,
this
axiom did not fully extend pact because of the performers' insecurity.
proceeds
will
go
to
the
Trinity
Student
Body
voice. Using organ sounds-in an unitself
to
Rush's
rhythm
section, which was Its fugal nature suffered from an imbalance
conventional setting, this composition very Scholarship Fund.
mildly surprising,, when taking into account in volume between the two 'cellos, as well as
effectively achieved the imagery of a flock
the fact that Joe, the drummer, had only inaccurate attacks on most entrances. The
of eagles gathering around a dead body and
joined, the band the evening before, so that last three movements, however, recovered "
eventually flying away; the organ clearly
none of the members of the band, not even beautifully. The bouncy Courante (II) and
made the mood,; working with the tape and
Rush, knew his last name. Together with Gigue (IV) were executed well with inpercussion without depending on them.
bassist and pool-hustler Earnie Gates, they tricate weaving of voices. Especially
directed by Fred Wolinsky
Louis Vieme's "Divertissement" and Max
:
proved themselves capable of remaining striking was the slow Sarabande in' ''!' '
d " '
''
Reger's "Toccata and Fugue in A-Minor"
straight forward, while refraining from terspersed with moments of silence, which
closed the program, with the dynamic levels
produced glorious sounds in the high vaulted
being stale and repetitive.
-.;.•-.
of the organ seeming to range from a distant
Rounding out the band, in more ways than chapel. : :
rumble somewhere outon Summit Street to
Bela Bartok's (1881-1945) four Duos for
one, was Little Beau on tenor saxophone. He.
a forcefully immediate presence.
claims to have played with such be-bop Two Violincelli were the best performed
directed by Peter Arnoff
Although Holtz was indeed brilliant in his
greats as Charlie Parker, and much of his pieces on the printed program. The first,
interpretation of these individual pieces, the
music shows the older jazz influence. Un- "Ruthenian Song" was a short /soulful
tn
moods created did not progress logically
15
Goodwin Theater
fortunately, and through nobody's fault, a melody played by Miss Cochran over a
overall. By the end the audience could riot
lone saxophone in a blues band just doesn't ground bass provided by Miss Hiebert. A
Austin Arts Center
rise to its feet, for the inconsistent mood
make it, Even with a varitone octave speedy, staccatto piece with a surprise
COME!
shifts, culminating Reger's thick darkness,
divider, which adds a note an octave lower ending called "Teasing Song" was followed
by the atonal, strange sounding "Hungarian
restrained a real excitement from building
Song," Last in this section was the zippy
"Cushion Dance," a folk-dance-like song
with another abrupt ending. AH four of the
Bartok Duos were exceptionally well performed, and well appreciated by the
audience.
Sonata in C Major by Luigi Boccherini
(1943-1805) presented the performers with
the same problems as the Boismortier
piece. Unfortunately, the second movement,
the slow Largo, suffered from a poor enand multiple pitch problems. The
so. A CLOCKWORK ORANGE is an en- trance
first movement, though, did show some
of his former victims, but, after attempting joyably grim motion picture.
excellent interpretation in dynamic and
I found Stanley Kubrick's A CLOCK- suicide, he "triumphs" over the operation's
I enjoyed seeing WOMEN IN LOVE again tempo contrast. The last movement,
WORK ORANGE a powerful, disturbing, effects and is finally "cured."
at
Cinestudio
last
week,
but
its
companion
Allegro, was well executed and spirited. Its
and yet frighteningly humorous film that
A CLOCKWORK ORANGE is an extremely
SUNDAY, BLOODY SUNDAY, was a broad, regal melody filled the Chapel with a
has redeemed Mr, Kubrick in my eyes after violent film especially in its depiction of film,
film that was boring, humorless, resounding sound just as exciting as any of
his pretentious and overrated 2001: A beatings and rape. But the way Alex re- terrible
and a complete waste of my those the new organ might give off.
SPACE ODDESSY. Based on Anthony gards violence before his. operation (he emotionless,
Glenda Jackson, who will certainly
The performers reacted to the audience's
Burgess' novel, which had been acclaimed finds the flowing of blood ajejrxjfic sight time.
immortal in cinema history as appreciative applause by playing a short
as being " . . . the most cogent and terrifying "just like in the movies!") may be a com- become
Gudrun in WOMEN IN LOVE, had the
vision of the future since George Orwell s
the effects that violence on .misfortune of appearing in this feeble bi- encore piece by Halsey Stevens. This contemporary piece featured a fine contrast
1984," A CLOCKWORK ORANGE describes
sexual soap opera-that centered around a between plucking and bowing of the strings.
a world where teenage gangs rule _ the
young man and the woman and the This most enjoyable and well performed
streets and where "law and order is
homosexual doctor who love him. How piece ended with a major chord that connothing but an antiquated expression, me
anyone could even look twice at this trasted effectively with the atonal nature of
narrator and central character of the story
neurotic, selfish, and incredibly un- the rest of the encore selection.
faint
primitive
surgmgs
of
blood-lust
is Alex, who is the leader of his own group ot
K e d this film.. AH men have a sav- masculine figure amazes me, but-what is
"droogs" (Russian for 'friend') which
I would like to hear the two 'cellists again
element within them .- it is even more amazing is that somebody ac- in the near future, once they have gotten
terrorize the countryside, raping, crippling
tually
wrote,
produced,
and
directed
a
film
and destroying whatever they wish to. Aiex
about such garbage. SUNDAY, BLOODY over their initial stage fright. If the Bartok
finally goes too far and murders a woman, is
SUNDAY now ranks with HELL'S ANGELS and Stevens performances are at all
captured by the police, and is sent to prison.
'69 and ZABRISKE POINT as the worst representative of what these two can do,
After two years, he volunteers to undergo a
films that have ever appeared on the screen they have a very bright future ahead. And
new operation that will eliminate his violent
;.at
Cinestudio. While three over a two-year that's what POSTLUDES is all about •
SSte
its
mark
as
well
as
could
b
novel -ii
tendencies and allow him to go free, me novel,
uniib
cinestudio is period isn't a bad percentage, I sincerely giving Trinity students the opportunity to
results of the operation, however, reduce
book A CLOCKWORK ORANGE hope I won't have to suffer through too many gain performance experience - experience
Alex to a completely defenseless being who
they have been f%rneci all too long.
but if the chance arises to see the more.
is unable to defend himself. Upon his release
should take the opportunity to do
Perhaps Otis Rush's most important
contribution to Blues is his,song writing. Ke
hears, and puts, more music into his blues
than do most of his contemporaries, and his

This Week
In The Arts
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Sir Roland Pen rose

Musical Growth
In 'Postlwdes'

Off Broadway

Pl©S
Marcus'"The Window"

lonesco's
"The Bald Soprano"

4:15 on Wednesday,
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Kubrick Is Redeemed

by Chris Sehring
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EDITORIAL SECTION
Tuesday, March 14, 1972

Coddling the Co<2ds
The TCC recommendations passed Wednesday concerning the
role and status of women at the College have relatively little
significance. The Trinity Women's Organization (TWO), like a
squalling infant, has received its lollipop. Not only has TWO failed
to diagnose the source and nature of the problem facing women, but
the proposals it prescribed to alleviate the condition are absurdly
ineffectual. How ironic (appropriate, actually) that TWO presented
its motions to a spineless and innocuous committee like TCC!
In a small way the recommendations, if. accepted by President
Lockwood, may help to relieve some of the formal barriers women
encounter at the College. But the heart of the issue has not been
touched: that concerning the in-bred conditioning of our society that
is the source of unequal privileges and opportunities for women.
The TCC recommendations on admissions policy and faculty and
administration hiring practices merely reinforces the discriminatory
practices now in effect. Rather than acceed to any quota system,
the College should accept whichever applicant is best qualified,
without any regard to sex. Selection and promotion should be based
on certain criteria, devoid of sexual considerations, and at no time
should women receive' any special consideration because they
"have long been discouraged from pursuing careers," as the TCC
suggests/and need "special encouragement." To follow these TCC
recommendations is to pursue a course of discrimination.
To havegynecological services on campus is totally unnecessary.
Clinics and private physicians are within close walking distance of
campus. Acceptance of the TCC proposal for "adequate
gynecological services" on campus would provide a convenience to
only a small number of students. Considering College financial
limitations, the Tripod feels it would be more equitable to keep the
Infirmary open on week-ends, a service that would benefit all
students. We do not understand why Trinity coeds are too elite to
tend their medical needs off campus, like other women. If the
College feels an obligation to care for specialized medical needs of
students, why not start with a dentist or eye doctor, whose services
would be of use to all? Are we conquering our supposedly
"chauvinistic" attitudes by coddling our coeds?
, Discrimination against women is a virulent disease of our
society; it does not, however, originate at the College. Since our
cloistered community is hardly immune to its effects, we cannot
avoid the implications it poses. The TCC recommendations deal
merely with the peripheral effects of discrimination; they ignore
the core of the issue. The problems reach far beyond the scope of the
TCC, and can be mitigated only within the context of society at
large. TWO cannot hope to make significant achievements by
concentrating its efforts within the artificial environment of the
College.
.
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Letters to the Editor
'rome'

"Orange at pencil point, bells at
tapping, we are bells. Shells molded to
the Westport success story, shells
relieved of molten "excess", shells to
emit one pitch when touched-—friend
what is this 'Trinity'? An equal
triangle held firm with chewing gum
and rare books—smoke your pipe,
Junior Scholar. We are cured then
released. We are frozen vacuums,
then. We are crusts. We are chapel
bells. Then. You, Trinity man, shake
your head?

Dear Editor of the TRIPOD,
Although the procedures for applying to
the Fall and Spring Semester Programs of
the Trinity College/Rome Campus were
publicized in last week's issue of the
TRIPOD, it occurs to me that most of our
students may very well not even know what
these programs are all about. With the
exception of the brief announcement
regarding application procedures not a
word of last fall's program in Rome has
And if bells we are and ring we must,
ever appeared in our college's student
ring loud Trinity man. Soft ringing is
newspaper. I dare say that the majority of
not heard. And there is confidence in
Trinity students know nothing about this
loud ringing, and a certain
innovative and unique educational opthoughtlessness."
portunity open to them;
(Trinity Ivy, 1963)
I do want to take advantage of your
Don't fool yourselves, you are all indicted,
columns to let the student body know that we Women as well as men, blacks as well as
do indeed have a campus in Rome, Italy, whites—and guilt was never really the
operating during both semesters of the new issue; only when you leave will you see
academic year and that every student is clearly your country club, your beloved
eligible for acceptance into these programs. prison. And you paid to lose your life in vain,
Last fall we had 35 Trinity students enrolled
David Ormiston '71
in the program and 6 from other institutions.
93 E.George St.
The cost of the program is no greater than
Providence, R.I.
it is for enrollment at our home campus for
one semester and includes round-trip air
transportation, excursions in Italy and side
trips in and around Rome. Students last
semester also had the opportunity to meet
some of Italy's most important literary and
cultural figures such as Alberto Moravia, To the Editor:
Carlo Levi, Luigi Malerba, Enzo Siciliano,
Last Tuesday's Presidential primary in
etc.
New Hampshire proved once and for all,
The Office of Educational Services has that George McGovern can win. In Senator
additional information for those who may Muskie's own territory he managed to
wish it. The application deadline for the 1972 capture 37% of the vote, only 11% less than
Fall Program of TC/RC is March 17.
the Maine "front runner." New Hampshire
Sincerely, is basically conservative; yet George
Michael R. Campo McGovern got more than one out of every
Director, TC/RC three Democratic votes. Only two and a half
months earlier, polls had predicted that
Senator Muskie would get 70% of the vote,
compared to 6% for Senator McGovern. In
'roles'
the brief period between January 1st and
election day, McGovern gained 53% on
To the Editor:
After having examined sex roles as they Muskie.
The key to Senator McGovern's campaign
exist at Trinity, the people in Psychology
382, the Psychological and Sociological is student work. Student workers made
Implications of Sex Roles, have decided that McGovern's strong showing in New Hampit is socially acceptable for women to ask shire possible. In Hanover, for example,
Dartmouth workers enabled McGovern to
men out.
Members of the class of ?ain 80% of the vote. The McGovern camPsychology 382 paign was stimulated by the thousands of
student workers that came up to New
Hampshire each weekend.
A poll taken in November showed thatGeorge McGovern is the most popular single
candidate for president at Trinity College.
To The Editor:
Hundreds of students rated him as their first
An insular community is by definition preference. Yet, Trinity Young Democrats,
protected from external stimulation; in who have been supporting McGovern, have
these circumstances conceptions exist been able to muster only a handful of
which relate exclusively to self-preservative workers. There is still a lot of work to be
purposes. Institutional functions are ex- done. Right now, McGovern supporters are
pressions of a complusive need to maintain working to gain a share of Connecticut
stasis. So-called gains and profits of these delegates and on raising money, Both
functions are positive only in their contrived projects are important.
appearances; their true natures lie in their
George McGovern can win the
vacuity. Components of the process called Democratic nomination in July, but he
Trinity College, administrators, faculty, needs all the help he can get. He has shown
students, as perverted midwives assist in his strength in New Hampshire, Iowa, and
aborting the birth of wonder. Trinity, rich in Arizona, but his future depends on his
heritage, tradition, and pretension; in- thousands of supporters. They must work to
famous in its history of exiling its prophets. help him win. We will all have to live with
On the wall hangs a Japanese carving
whoever is President for the next four
The mask of an evil demon, decorated
years; the time to do something about who
with gold lacquer
will
be that man (or woman), is now.
Sympathetically I observe
Scott Hayim (75)
The swollen vein of the forehead, indicating
What a strain it is to be evil.
(Brecht)
The end of Trinity 1971 brought a change
of the guard; a man speaking of his
aspirations for healing the ills that plagued
the Trinity community? Unaccustomed to
candid discpurse such as. this, many
Doug Cooper will present an interview
momentarily forgot that the major
qualification for a college administrator is with James Michener, author of The Source,
an accomplished facility for cryptic com- The Drifters, and other works, Thursday at
munication! What he was really concerned 7 p.m. over WRTC (89.3 FM). At 8 p.m.
with was how to effect suffocation before Cooper will broadcast interviews with tennis
any dangerous breath might be taken. But a players Arthur Ashe, Bob Lutz, Rod Laver,
two-dimensional man cannot affect a three- and John Newcombe.
dimensional world; so the gates wefe
reinforced, the cliffs re-consecrated, and
you all let yourselves be mutilated,
"suppose trinity we^a a summer •
camp, they hire counselors, figure out
some activities and awards, send out
catalogues, and call a trinity, what
happens if no one goes? it would still be
Try outs for Our Town by Thorton Wilder
summer."
will be held in the Washington Room on
(Trinity Ivy, 1971, S. Keeney)
Monday, March 13 at 4 p.m. and at 7:15 p.m.
The ivy-covered walls are cataracts for More are scheduled for Tuesday at 7:15,
your eyes. Can you love blindness? again in the Washington Room. The
Thousands of dollars for Black students' production will be presented Friday through
orientation, pennies for women; a dance Sunday, May 5-7, and it will be directed by
hall rather than a day care center. Trinity, George E. Nichols.
is your conscience still stored in a Madison
Avenue safe deposit box?

'winner'

'blindness'

WRTC

Tryouts
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Reinhold Niebuhr

Politico
gious
Rea I i st
by Frank G, Kirkpatrick
On June 1, 1971, in the tranquil
and historic setting of Stockbridge, Massachusetts, Reinhold
Niebuhr died. There was an irony
here in the fact that the man who
spoke
so
eloquently
and
realistically on the politics of an
increasingly urban America, a
man whose ethical theories were
forged in the labor-management
conflicts of Detroit around the turn
of the century, should die in such a
non-urban setting. The irony
would not have been lost on
Niebuhr because he did much to
make the concept of irony applicable to Americans and their
history.
Perhaps one of the greatest
ironies of all is that after
Niebuhr's death it was not clear
which discipline should claim him
as its own. For a man who had
given so much to ethics, theology,
preaching, politics, and teaching,
it was ironic that no one field could
lay exclusive claim to his contributions. The greatness of
Niebuhr undoubtedly resides not
in superior achievement in one
field alone but rather in his continuing achievements in relating
the various spheres of man's
thought and activity.
Niebuhr is often known by those
in churchly circles as a great
theologian. In fact he was not a
'great'theologian at all. He did not
produce a single systematic work
covering all the areas theology is,
supposed to cover. He did articulate more profoundly and
apply more directly traditional
theological insights, however, and
f

;

•;

his Nature and Destiny of Man will
stand for a long time as a
penetrating criticism of contemporary views of man and an
outline of the Biblical view of man.
Niebuhr was too much concerned
about other areas, however, to
become dedicated to the pursuit of
theological systematization.
Niebuhr is sometimes referred
to in political circles, as for
example by Hans Morgenthau, as
" t h e greatest living political
philosopher
since Calhoun."
(Quoted from John Bennett/ "The
Greatness of Reinhold Niebuhr,"
Union
Seminary
Quarterly
Review, Vol. XXVII, No. 1, Fall,
1971, p. 5). This is high praise
indeed for a man who was not a
'professional' political analyst or
politician. Niebuhr did, however,
contribute significantly to the
political insights in American life
from the 1930's to the end of the
1960's, and he did participate
directly in political activity (he
was at various times Chairman of
the Americans for Democratic
Action and Vice Chairman of the
Liberal Party in New York).
Niebuhr's enduring significance
will probably be not his theological
and ethical work alone or his
political observations, as such
acute and penetrating as they
were, but his ability to see in
theory and in practice the interrelationship between political
realities and theological perspectives. Niebuhr, more than any
other moral theologian or political
analyst of his time, made politics
aware of its religious dimension
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and theological presuppositions
(such as man's sinful tendency to
elevate his groups' interests above
the interests of other groups) and
religion aware of the practical,
realistic politics involved in its
expression (such as those less
than moral tactics necessary for
making moral values effective in
the realm of national life). :
Niebuhr as theologian and
religious believer saw that man
was more than a political animal
who could be fully understood in
political, scientific, or humanistic
terms. Niebuhr as a realistic
political philosopher saw that man
was less than morally perfect;
that man was sinful in the sense
that he would always corrupt his
highest ideals in their enactment
on a group or national level and
that therefore it was of the utmost
urgency that 'religious' men
understand in realistic terms just
what consequences their pious
deeds have in the real world.
Niebuhr tried to walk the very,
narrow ridge beyween an overly
idealistic or romantic view of man
and a reductionist, scientific view
of man as manipulatible animal.
As John Bennet puts it, Niebuhr
was "in the broadest sense an
empiricist who saw that the
realities of history did not fit
either the rationalistic schemes of
metaphysics or the limited forms
of scientific empiricism." (Ibid.)
As Mr. Wilcox says in his article,
"Niebuhr wants to understand
man, not as he might be, but as he
is."
The following articles take up
different sides of this complex
man. Ms. Pomerantz examines
the moral theology of Niebuhr,
dileneating the elements of his
analysis of moral decision. She
spells out quite clearly the tension
inherent in Christian moral
decision arising from
the
necessity to walk the narrow ridge
between the holiness of God and
the sinfulness of man.
Mr. Wilcox picks out Niebuhr's
understanding of sin, a doctrine
"not defended by any major
American
theologian
since
Jonathan Edwards," and shows
how it can be concretely applied to
the American situation today. He
explores the various forms of
pride which characterize man,
including religious man who is
most prone to hide his sinfulness
from himself under the cloak OT
religious absolutism,
Mr. Edwards offers us a critical
look at Niebuhr's view of racism in
America. He argues that Niebuhr,
in effect, is guilty of the same sin
as all of us: in this case a pride of
race which blinds him to the real
nature and practice of white
racism in America. Mr. Edwards'
thesis is that Niebuhr is unable to
criticize white pride sufficiently
and is therefore unable to see the
Black experience in America
except through race-colored eyes,
with the result that the application
of his ethical theory in this area is
severely weakened.
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rom the Union Seminary Faculty
In the person of Reinhold Niebuhr we at
Union have known greatness in our
midst. For 32 years, from 1928 to 1960,
this community was his home. In his
classes and over meals in the refectory
students and colleagues heard ideas that
reverberated around the world. From his
apartment, which he and Mrs. Niebuhr
frequently opened to students and
friends, rolled sounds of rolicking
laughter and stimulating debate. From
the pulpit of James Chapel, whose pews
and aisles were crowded when he
preached, came sermons of prophetic
fervor and priestly compassion.
Those who knew Reinhold Niebuhr over
the years remember his furious energy.
His personality was as dialectical as his
theology. He united flashing polemic and
profound piety, scintillating wit and awed
reverence, spectacular intellect and deep
feeling. It was such qualities that led
Alan Paton, 15 months ago. in Johannesburg, to say of Niebuhr's 1948 address
to the World Council of Churches in
Amsterdam, "I think it was the greatest
speech I ever heard."
Much of Niebuhr's fascination, in his
early career, dervied from his
aggressiveness. In a secular era (so like
and unlike our own) when the churches
were on the defensive, he chose to attack.
He turned logic and- ridicule on the
vulnerable assumptions of the cultured
despisers of religion. Yet the man who
was so fearsome in argument was
compassionate in human relations. He
loved people. As his dazzling polemic
sparked excitement, his human concern
evoked affection. Thus Paul Tillich, in a
criticism of Niebuhr's thought, could
refer to "many theological disputes I
have had with my friend, to whom I owe
more for life and thought than I can
express in this place." To many
generations of Union students he was
known as "Reinie."
While insisting on his amateur standing
as a theologian, Niebuhr led a theological
revolution in America. Albert Outler,
among others, called him "the most
influential theologian in his generation."
He thrust theology into the middle of the
cultural and political world as it had not
been for generations. In 1951 Harry
Gideonse described him as "the successor of William James and John Dewey
as the most read—and cited—philosopher
of our time." He taught the meaning of
love and justice, of sin and reconcilation
for massive institutional behavior as well
as for personal life. His influence outside
the church was so great that his critic,
Morton White, could speak wryly oi
"athesists for Niebuhr." Yet that impact
on the secular society was related to his
theological penetration. Hans Morgenthau saw the point when he said that it
was no accident that "the greatest living
political philosopher of America" was a
theologian, who saw political life both in
its immediacy and sub specie aeternitatis.
There was no monotony in his message.
In recent years many a youthful critic
has attacked one or another of Niebuhr's
ideas with a zest that delighted Niebuhr.
Yet sometimes the scholar, after framing
his criticism, returned a few days later to
confess that he had found his point stated

more cogently somewhere in Niebuhr's
own self-criticism. The reason could be
found in a classical characteristic of
prophetic faith. When society was
complacent, Niebuhr was polemical;
when society was militant, he sought
reconciliation.
In 1942 his loyal friend, Sherwood
Eddy, who had had much to do with
bringing Niebuhr from his Detroit parish
to Union, described his thought and activity, noting that he had not experienced
deep suffering. A decade later that was to
change. After 1952, illness Was his
frequent experience, and he spent many
years as a semi-invalid or invalid. His
suffering was intense and exhausting. No
man was less temperamentally suited to
physical weakness. But he had long
testified in faith that God's strength is
made perfect in weakness, and he
learned to rely on the grace of endurance
in suffering.
Some of his most creative writings
came out of the times of illness. After his
retirement students visited his seminar
in his apartment on Riverside Drive,
reported the thrill of encountering his
lively mind, and often never knew the
exhaustion he felt for the next day.
Throughout his last painful years, while
he depended on his devoted wife and
nurses, his home in Stockbridge,
Massachusetts was the object of
pilgrimages of many friends. His compassion deepened, but he never lost his
prophetic fervor.
His last short writings, coming out of
his own physical pain and his moral
agony for his country, \vere thoroughly in
character; a devastating comment on
White House religion and a critique of
presidential despotism as it influenced
the war in Vietnam. Even in the last days
of his fading life he used the telephone —
with halting voice but resolute spirit — to
encourage his friends in their protests

against American policy in Southeast
Asia.
In recent years some in the Union
community, knowing the reputation of
Niebuhr but not the person, have thought
of him almost as a monument, impressive but remote, That image
falsifies the man who so remarkably
combined impassioned activity and
humble reverence, provocative deeds
and scholarly thought, moral anger and
biblical agape. His friend, Abraham J.
Hesehel, said of him: "His way is an
example of one who does justly, loves
mercy and walks humbly with his God,
an example of the unity of worship and
living. He reminds us that Evil will be
conquered by the One, while he stirs us to
help conquer evils one by one."
That interweaving of human activity
with trust in God is the central theme of
Reinhold Niebuhr's legacy. He put it in
these words, among others:
The world community, toward
which all historical forces seem to
be driving us, is mankind's final
possibility and impossibility. The
task of achieving it must be interpreted from the standpoint of a
faith which understands the
fragmentary
and
broken
character
of all historic
achievements and yet has confidence in their meaning because
it knows their completion to be in
the hands of a Divine Power,
whose resources are greater than
those of men, and whose suffering
love can overcome the corruptions
of man's achievements, without
negating the significance of our
striving.
For the man who wrote that, we — his
colleagues, friends, and heirs — thank
the God whom he glorified.
From the minutes of The Faculty,
UTS, Oct. 27,1971

Reinhold Niebuhr
Born. June 21. 1892. Wright City, Missouri.
Graduated from Elmhurst College, 1910
Graduated from Eden Theological Seminary (St. Louis;, 1913.
Receh ed a B.D. from Yale Divinity School, 1914, and an M.A., 1915.
Ordained a minister of the Evangelical Synod of North America. 1915.
Was pastor in Detroit from 1915 lo 1928 in a church which gradually went from a
management-class to a working-class congregation. It was here that Niebuhr
came into first-hand contact with the realities of the labor movement and the
inadequacy of liberal theology to speak to them.
Was Associate Professor of the Philosophy of Religion, Union Theological
Seminary. New York 1928-3930.
Was Professor of Christian Ethics. Union Theological Seminary. 1930-1960
(Emeritus 1960-1971). It was during his stay at Union, especially between 1930
and I960 that Niebuhr did his most creative theological work. He began hy attacking the naivete of the liberal theology of the late 19th century, endorsing
socialism and Marxism as political critiques of the New Deal: later becoming a
liberal Democrat because the New Deal 'worked': was for a time a pacifist but
broke with pacifism over the moral necessity of fighting Hitler in the Second
World War He opposed both the idealism of Stalinist communism and romanticism of AmiTican democratic rhetoric. During the late torties and earlj, fifties
he had much influence on the formulation of foreign policy. During the early
sixties Niebuhr was one of the first religious leaders to question the Vietnam
involvement.
Was co-founder and editor of Christianity and t'mis. 15*41-66 This magazine was
highly critical of religious and political pretensions and devoted its articles to
specific moral and political problems. One of Nicbuhr's last blasts was directed
against the prostitution ot religion's prophetic voice in the 'adoption' by
President Nixon ot Billy Graham as "court theologian.'
Pied June 1. 1971. Stockbridge. Massachusetts.
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Niebuhr on Race and Racism
by Herbert O, Edwards
". . .the Negro will never win his
full rights in society merely by
trusting the fairness and sense of
justice of the white man. Neither
will the Negro gain justice merely
by turning to violence to gain his
rights. To do so means that he will
accentuate the vices of the white
man. . ."(1932)
"The whole world has been
thrilled by the spontaneity and the
stubbornness of the Hungarian
rebellion
against
Russian
despotism. Governmental action
piled up resentments, resulting in
a heroic defiance
which
astonished and thrilled, as well as
saddened, the whole world. (1956)
"Racial conflict is next to war, the
most acute social problem of our time. .
.for Americans the racial issue must be
viewed primarily as the major domestic
problem of this generation." So begins
Gordon Harland's chapter on "Race" in
The Thought of Reinhold Niebuhr. "The
centrality of the racial question has not
escaped Niebuhr," continues Harland,
"his attitude and approach have been
clear and consistent across the years."
(p. 255)
The purpose of this brief analysis is to
try to determine, 1) what that attitude
and approach were; and 2) what were the
foci which provided clarity and consistency to this area of Niebuhr's
thought?
Understanding of Race
"To the essential nature of man
belong, on the one hand, all his
natural endowments and determinations, his physical and social
impulses, his sexual and racial
differentiations, in short, his
character as a creature embedded
in the natural order." (Nature and
Destiny of Man, Vol. I, p. 270).
One of the ideas which informed the
development of "scientific racism" in the
closing decades of the i9th century in
America was that of the ' 'immutability of
race." Coupled with the application of
evolutionary processes in nature to the
social order, the idea of the immutability
of race made feasible the notion that
certain "races" had simply not
developed to their full potential, or that
they were simply inferior and incapable

of further development. Those who are
inferior and/or underdeveloped, must be
restrained, for a time, in the exercise of
certain freedoms. Most white American
Protestant theologians, including
Niebuhr, subscribed to this view in one
form or another.
Albert C. Knudson said that there were
two important limitations upon the
exercise of freedom:
"One is in the ease of children and
undeveloped peoples or races.
Children require restraint and
discipline for their proper
training. They need to have their
wills to some degree subjected to
the wills of their superiors. In a
similar way undeveloped tribes
and races may to their own advantage and that of the world be
kept in tutelage by more highly
civilized peoples. (Principles of
Christian Ethics, p. 190)
Niebuhr, as most white American
Protestant theologians, considered race
to be susceptible of biological definition.
Therefore, ascribing the "natural," the
"created order" to an act of God, makes
man somewhat responsible for respecting and supporting the distinctions made
by the Creator. Racial differentiations,
which provide the occasion for racial
pride, racial prejudice, racism, are
embedded in the natural order. Race can
then be treated as one of the theological
"givens" in the moral situation and
becomes a valid referent for religioethical responses to others.
I find Niebuhr's The Structures of
NAtions and Empires (1959), to be substantially an apology for continued
Anglo-Saxon domination of the darker
peoples of the word. Anglo-Saxon
superiority was partially due to their
refusal to intermarry with those they
colonized. They were possessed of a
greater degree of "race pride" than the
Latins. For Niebuhr this creates
something of a morally perplexing
situation because race prejudice, which
is wrong, was basic to the Anglo-Saxon
success in Empire.
The significance of the import of AngloSaxon success in the world can be seen in
an article written in 1943 during World
War II. In "Anglo-Saxon Destiny and
Responsibility," Niebuhr wrote: "The
position of the Anglo-Saxon peoples at the
crucial and strategic point in the building
of a world community is a fact of such
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The methods used to distinguish 'races' in -

society is not nearly as important as the need
to do so and the implications for human (moral)
relationships flowing out of that need."
ill • £

tremendous consequence that it can only
be adequately comprehended in religious
terms." While cautioning-the churches to
speak to Britain and America in such a
way as to mitigate their pride because of
their apparent importance in the divine
plan for the world, he continued:
"Nevertheless, only those who
have no sense of the profundities
of history would deny that various
nations and classes, various social
groups and races are at various
times placed in such a position
that a special measure of the
divine mission in history falls
upon them. In that sense God has
chosen us in this fateful period of
world history." (Love and Justice,
pp. 184-85.)
Whether or not a case can be made for
biological differentiation of races is of
only secondary importance to our present
purpose. The methods used to distinguish
"races" in society is not nearly as important as the need to do so and the implications for human (moral) relationships flowing out of that need. Of course,
if God has certain plans for certain
"races" at certain times, it becomes very
important to be able to determine who
belongs to which "race."
The past history of Black-white contacts and relationships in America makes
biological definition of "races" in>
possible without reaching the point of
absurdity. Three of the 22 state laws
passed against black-white marriage
illustrate this point: Texas-marriage of
person of Caucasian blood and person of
African blood void; and Virginiamarriage of white and anyone who is not
white or part white and part American
Indian prohibited; and Utah-marriage
between white and Negro, Malayan,
Mulatto, quadroon, or octoroon void.
In spite of the failure of Niebuhr and
others to recognize it, "race" is a legally
and sociologically defined category in
America. The failure to understand that
simple fact undoubtedly contributed to
the transformation of "race" into a
theological and moral category.
Racism
If race is a moral and theological
category; if God has created the races;
then, racism "the belief that there are clearly
distinguishable human races; that
these races differ not only in
superficial physical characteristics, but also innately in
important psychological traits;
and finally that the differences are
such that one race (almost always
one's own, naturally) can be said
to be superior to another."
(Howard Schuman, "iSree Will
and Determinism in Public Beliefs
About Race," Trans-Action
Magazine, Vol. 7, No. 2, December, 1969, pp. 44-48)
is but a perversion of a good.
Professor Niebuhr advances several
general reasons or explanations for
racism or racial bigotry. All of the explanations offered seem to suggest a
conscious attempt to so universalize
"white racism" that, in a very real sense,
it is neutralized, almost beyond the
province of critical ethical analysis.
Niebuhr's first approach toward an
analysis and explanation of racial
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bigotry, is theological. And this approach
tends to provide for him an explanation
more profound than any offered by
rationalists or more
"liberal"
theologians. Not only does his theological
analysis seem to him to be consonant
with the "Biblical" view of man; it also
has a sobering effect on any proposals or
efforts to eradicate racial bigotry.
However, just as in his understanding of
what belongs to man's essential nature,
his theological analysis of racial bigotry
tends to posit the cause in nature or the
created order.
"Race bigotry is, in short, one
form of original sin is something
darker and more terrible than
mere stupidity. . .Racial bigotry,
like every other form of human
pride and sin, is something more
than ignorance and something less
than malice. Racial prejudice is
something less than malice insofar as it is an inevitable concomitant of the ethnic will to live.
Wherever life becomes collectively integrated it generates a
collective as well as an individual,
survival impulse. But it is
something more than ignorance
insofar as human life is never
content with mere physical survival." (The Children of Light and
the Children of Darkness, p. 139)
Race is considered to be less malleable
than some of the other distinguishing
-marks of tribalism and ethnicity. These
other marks are common "language, or
religion and culture, or class." (Man's
Nature and His Communities, p. 85) To
read the concept of "race" as it has
developed in western culture and in the
United States especially, into the
"natural order of things" is only possible
when one is either ignorant of the
historical background of the 'problem',
or when one is desperately trying to find
an "explanation" which "justifies" more
than it explains. Another consistent
tendency in Niebuhr'Sr approach, is to
equate "ethnicity" and "tribalism" with
"racism" based on variations of skin
pigmentation.
Niebuhr's theological analysis of racial
bigotry, in spite of its alleged profundity,
seems to be a recipe combining a tendency to read the evils'of contemporary
societv into antecedent nature, with a
dash of paradoxically. As original sin is
inevitable but not necessary; so racism
becomes, not inevitable but necessary.
To posit the necessity of racism based
on the inevitability of original sin of
which it is simply one of the most perverse expressions, is only the beginning
of the analysis. We must go on to "explain" and account for its various
manifestations, especially in regard to
Black and non-Black relationships in the
United States.
The history of "racial" relations in
America helps to provide some insight
into the nature of the problem. Slavery is
our point of departure here. "The Negro
problem in this country is on the one hand
a contest between the old institution of
slavery and the spirit of democracy.
History has proved that an institution like
slavery, even when abolished by law,
lives on vestigially." (Love and Justice,
p. 146)
;
Even were we to concede the validity of
ascribing universality to white America's
particular experiences (and we do not!),
where does Nieburh turn in history to find
the inevitability of this process?
We should probably be rewarded with a
more lucid and historically accurate
analysis of the continuing "problem" in
the United States were we to recognize
two important facts which sometimes
escaped Niebuhr's attention: 1) the spirit
and philosophy that informed and supported the "peculiar institution of black
slavery" in America, are the same which
have continued to inform and justify
subsequent responses to the Black
presence in this country. We must turn to
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this in a moment for it is somewhat
"ironic" to find Niebuhr- himself one of
the chief architects of these "explanatory" motifs; and 2) most "explanations" op the persistence of this
"problem" onihe American scene tend to
obscure the Jiumanity of the victims of
racist practices. This is done, in
Niebuhr's Writings and in that of others,
by seeing the victims as simply
problems, as occasions for the creation of
moral dilemmas for others, as a kind of
precipitate of an "uneasy conscience."
This tends, among other things, to
suggest an awareness of a gap between
creed and deed, between belief and
practice, between the ideals held by a
majority of the white population and
those held by a decreasing minority.
The consistency between belief and
practice., evident in all of America's
major institutions, belies the positing of a
so-called "American Dilemma," and an
"uneasy conscience." These are but
figments of Niebuhr's (and others)
imaginations. For it is unquestionably
true, as Paul Lehmann wrote in 1963,
"The Protestant community, until
comparatively recently, has tended to
accept segregation as involving no really
basic conflict with the orientation of life
in the Koinonia." (Ethics in a Christian
Context, 1963, p. 147)
Few descriptions of this second point,
though not referring to Niebuhr, are
more accurately reflective of his approach, than the following:
"The black man is hard to profile.
. .because for most Americans he
is defined as a problem. The black
man is what gets in our way,
blocks our effort at harmony
among classes and religion,
frustrates our efforts to implement our values of justice,
equality, and freedom, unmasks
our pretensions and exposes our
pride." (Preston Williams, "The
Black Experience and Black

Religion," Theology Today, October, 1969, p. 246)
To return briefly to point one above,
Black slavery was justified by appealing
to the actions of God; by ascribing inferior sub-human status to Blacks, and by
appealing to the need for order in the
society by controlling those who could not
be assimilated.
Niebuhr argues that ". . .on the whole
integral communities require ethnic
homogeneity, or at least a racial situation
which makes the amalgam of races fairly
easy." (Structure of Nations and Empires, p.215) And of course he might have
learned from almost any of his national
heroes that Black-white did not create a
racial situation in which the amalgam of
races was farily easy. Jefferson, Lincoln,
Wilson, all agreed that the indelibility of
blackness made it impossible for Blacks
and whites to live together as equals.
As Niebuhr's heroes were impressed
with the indelibility of blackness, so he is
all but obsessed with the notion of the
Negro's "cultural backwardness." Fear
of intermarriage (of Black indelibility) is
complemented, Niebuhr says, by "the
other source of prejudice (which) is the
fear of the Negro's cultural backwardness. If we are right in defining this
backwardness as cultural rather than
biological, it will of course be cured in
time. . ." (Pious and Secular America,
1958, p. 81)
Group pride ("consciousness of kind''),
color differential ("indelibility of
blackness"), cultural backwardness
(informed by his acceptance of
stereotypes), have been consistently
appealed to by Niebuhr as understandable (and justifiable?) sources
of white prejudice. "Those of us who do
not live in the South ought not to underestimate the validity of the honest
scruples of Southerners about common
education for races with different
cultural inheritances." ("The Church in
the World," Theology Today, January,
1959, p. 542.)
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Niebuhr on Moral Decision
by Susan F, Pomerantz
A great deal has been written about
Reinhold Niebuhr and from the midst of
this abundance of descriptions, analyses,
evaluations, and extensions of his work it
is very difficult, if not impossible, to find
something new to say about his person,
his ideas or his activities. In spite of this
difficulty it may be useful for us to take a
look specifically at Niebuhr's analysis of
the Christian ethic, not only because of
his importance as a contemporary
religious thinker, but also because of the
enthusiasm and vigour with which he so
actively participated in the renewal of
our society. Indeed Niebuhr has some
very important insights into what I
consider to be the central issue in the
Christian ethic (and perhaps in any
religious ethic), namely: How is God
active in human moral decision? From
one point of view, this issue involves
wrestling with the question of how man
can be related to the Transcendent, or
how "the Person God is" can have
anything to do with human affairs
without destroying, degrading, or rendering superfluous human decisionmaking. How can God be involved in
what I choose morally to do? From
another point of view, this issue involves
pinpointing the distinction between a
religious moral decision and every other
type of moral decision in which a
relationship with God or an understanding of the will of God is not
curcial. How does God's involvement in
my decision affect that decision?
Niebuhr's starting point in dealing with
these issues is firstly a faith in the
revelation of the will of God in the person
of Jesus and secondly an analysis of
human nature and destiny which
proceeds from and is enlightened by that
faith. It is in his determination to show
the reasonable grounds for the Christian
faith in an understanding of what it
means to be human that Niebuhr is most
like St. Thomas Aquinas and most approaches a modern day version of the
Thomistic natural law ethic. But let us
see exactly how Niebuhr proceeds on the
issues raised here.
It is Niebuhr's intention to show from
an analysis of the dialectical nature of
man the type of ethic which will do justice
to human experience and nature and
which will continually present man with a
challenge to be met in his decisions. Man,
Niebuhr claims, is bothfinite and free; he
is both bound to nature and able to
transcend the world, to, view it from
another perspective and to act on the
insight so gained. The tension between
these two aspects of man has been the
central problem in human thinking about
human reality, according to Niebuhr, and
has occupied the minds of the greatest
philosophers, ethicists, and religious

thinkers. Historically, two alternative
ethical courses have been mapped out for
man to take: the dualistic and the
monistic approaches. The dualistic approach to ethical decision involves man
denying his "natural" self, adopting a
negative attitude to the body, and attempting to raise himself out of the world
by whatever means might be recommended. The monistic approach is
generally based on the belief that man s
freedom is best expressed as his oneness
with nature, or with the universe, and
involves man acting in accordance with
"natural law." Both these approaches
are weak in Niebuhr's view because each
of them does justice to only one aspect of
man's nature to the exclusion of the
other.
Both types of ethical decision have
been found in the Christian ethic. The
first was for a long time offered as the
moral understanding of St. Paul and,
although today there is widely accepted
evidence to the contrary, it was assumed
that all of Paul's talk of life according to
the Spirit versus life according to the
flesh was intended as a strictly dualistic
interpretation of Christian ethical
decision. The way God acts in my
decision isby giving me the strength and
the rationale for denying my "natural"
self, trying to live as one totally above
and beyond the world, and becoming in
the end inhuman. The result of this view
is that the Christian ethic is no ethic at
all, for the worship of God becomes the
destruction of everything human, including human decision-making. The
norms and rules by which life is to be
lived are interpreted as exactly the opposite of what can be seen or known
naturally. Man is asked to make his
decisions on the basis of a fully transcendent principle, the knowledge of
which can only be given him by God and
the power to fulfill which he must pray to
receive from God. Not only was Niebuhr
disturbed by this view as an interpretation of the Christian ethic, he was
also critical of it because of its
irrelevance to important and crucial
social problems. An attitude of worlddenial cannot bear fruit in this world and
it was that fruit which was so desperately
needed during the time in which Niebuhr
wrote.
Tlie second view of ethical decision is
realized to some extent in the Christian
ethic by the contemporary movement of
liberal Protestantism. Niebuhr was
particularly disapproving of the complacency and ease of conscience which
characterized this movement; indeed
some of his most searing criticisms were
directed, both in the pulpit and in his
writings, against this equation of the
highest ethical demands with a par-

ticular form of social and political
behaviour. No challenge was left to
ethical decision on these liberal
presuppositions, for moral action was not
a matter of reaching out beyond what is
toward what ought to be, but was rather a
matter of conforming to standards and
roles already established. God is active in
moral decision in this case by being
purely passive; that is, by affirming what
I consider to be the best standards by
which human life should be ordered and
by offering me "pie in the sky when I
die." As an ethic, this approach is only
satisfactory for the few who find it
rewarding; it cannot withstand criticism
from the outside because no convincing
rationale is offered in its defense. The
only belief supporting it is that what is
now the case is what should now be the
case; love it or leave it.
This brief description of the context in
which Niebuhr's view of the Christian
ethic will be worked out is not intended to
be exhaustive nor any more than a very
rough caricature of these two ethical
approaches. The richness of Niebuhr's
own discussion and argument simply
cannot be duplicated and is perhaps most
fully appreciated when compared with
the poverty of similar approaches to the
Christian ethic, such as the one taken by
Joseph Fletcher. In the space left to me I
would like to sketch, equally unfairly and
roughly, the type of approach which
Niebuhr takes to the issues with which we
began this discussion. There are two
ways in which God is active in human
moral decision: the first is represented
by the biblical theme of creationcovenant and the second by the theme of
redemption-reconciliation. The creationcovenant theme expresses for Niebuhr
the goodness and meaningfulness of
human life and history. It indicates the
source of the moral imperative in God's
challenge to man to be responsive to Him
and asserts the only adequate norm for
man's life to be the will of God. The
biblical faith, according to Niebuhr, is
that only the covenant relationship with
God allows for the full expression of
human possibilities and is true to the
nature of man as finite and free. This
norm of life, namely being responsive to
and responsible for God's will, is to be
enacted in concrete decisions in a particular time and place, and is not to be
interpreted as a demand to transcend
historical situations, Man is fully a
creature of God and belongs to the
creation but the law of his life is not
derived from himself nor from the
creation. It is here that the first paradox
of Niebuhr's ethic is made clear: it is only
when the norm of ultimate reality is
chosen by man that the nature of human
reality is truly fulfilled. God is active in
moral decision then as the source of the

'Man, Niebuhr claims, is both finite and free/he is
both bound to nature and able to transcend fhe world , . ,
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moral norm which fulfills human life,
allowing it freedom and responsibility in
the concrete situation.
The second theme of redemptionreconciliation centered in the life of
Jesus expresses God's reaffirmation ot
responsive love as the only adequate
norm of life and His promise to bring His
whole creation to fulfillment. Implicit in
this theme is the experience of human sin
as failure to be responsible to God and the
full awareness that every moral action
falls short of the demand. Niebuhr emphasized the prophetic character of
Jesus' life and teachings in just this
sense: the demand of God is uncomnromising and will always break out
of any enclosure. Indeed in the ethic of
Jesus we have the radical assertion of
"the relevance of an impossible ethical
ideal." God alone is the fulfillment of the
ultimate perfection and human moral
action is directed toward a partial and
! incomplete realization of what ought to
be. Our obligation arises from our sense
of responsibility toward the ultimate law
of life; yet it is an obligation which can
never be fulfilled, can never become
complacent, and cannot be satisfied with
the status quo. God is thus the source of
hope, not in a Utopia brought by human
efforts, but in the complete renewal of
creation from within. It is this hope in the
action of God, bringing our imperfections
to perfection, fulfilling what is now incomplete, which motivates Christian
ethical action and inspires total involvement in the task of creating
situations in which love may be possible
and actual in human life. Thus it is only
when the Christian acts upon what is not
the case that he can bring about
significant change in the present
situation. Here the second expression of
paradox in Niebuhr's thought is clear: it
is only when relying totally upon the
power of God to transform the situation
that human moral action has real effects
in the present.
The dual responsibility of the Christian
isthus to be creative anclto be critical, to
act under responsibility for the law of
love and to criticize every tentative
achievement. Why can this ethic only be
expressed in such paradoxical terms?
Because the real issue of life is one of
tension, tension between the ideal and the
real, tension between the present and the
future, but most importantly tension
between the holiness of God and the
sinfulness of man. It is from the midst of
this tension that the Christian knows his
life to be given by God and chooses to
respond to that gift in acts of love.

Books
(a partial list)
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(1927)
Leaves from the Notebook of a
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(1932)
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Ethics (1935)
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Beyond Tragedy: Essays on the
Christian Interpretation ot
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Christianity and Power Politics
(1940)
The Nature and Destiny of Man (2
vols.; 1941, 1943)
,
The Children of Light and the
Children of Darkness (1944)
Faith and History (1949)
The Irony of American History
(1952)
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Christian Realism and Political
Problems (1953)
,
The Self and the Dramas ot
History (1955)
.
Pious and Secular America (1958)
Man's Nature and His Communities (1965)

The
Problem
of

Sin
by Steven Wilcox
Man is a sinful being. His sinfulness
consists, not in the violation of rules and
laws, or in an inherent defect in his
essential nature, but, rather, in his desire
to place himself, rather than God, at the
center of his priorities. In effect, his sin is
the desire to usurp the place of God.
Certainly, the murderer
(as
distinguished from the soldier, who may
kill in the defense of a moral cause), the
thief, the robber, and other criminal
types are sinners in the sense that they
seek a self-deification rather than a
glorification and obedience of God. But
this notion of sin extends to a far wider
range of people than just those who have
committed legal offenses. Obviously, the
social and legal codes of society are only
partially satisfactory in terms of defining
moral behavior. A person can be pretty
devious, dishonest, and immoral while
still remaining within legal boundaries.
However, the fact that he is not legally
indictable does not mean that he is any
less sinful. To this extent, it is unfortunate that only certain types of sin
(i.e., crimes) are publicly acknowledged,
because, in acknowledging them, sins
which are not recognized by law tend to
be obscured. Even more unfortunate is
the tendency for people to think of
themselves as sinless people as long as
they are not convicted of legal crimes. In
truth, all people are sinful, and equally
so, because the root of all sinfulness,
whether indictable b> law or not, lies in
the disobedience and disrespect of God.
These notions of the universality and
inevitability of sin are central to Reinhold
Niebuhr's theology. It is not surprising,
therefore, that, in Niebuhr, we have a
return to the doctrine of original sin, a
doctrine which has not been defended by
any major American theologian since
Jonathan Edwards. However, for
Niebuhr, the notion of original sin is nonhistorical in the sense that it is not an
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inherited corruption which is passed on
through successive generations of
mankind. Such a notion is selfdestructive since the inheritance of
corruption negates the ideas of freedom
and responsibility which are basic to the
concept of sin. Original sin is better
understood as "bias towards sin" which,
though not inherited, is "an inevitable
fact of human existence, the inevitability
of which is given by the nature of man's
spirituality." Therefore, a full understanding of the problem of sin depends
upon an examination, not of the origins of
humanity, but rather of human nature
itself.
Man is both a child of nature and a
spiritual being. To the extent that he is a
child of nature, man is "subject to its
vicissitudes, compelled by its necessities,
driven by its impulses, and confined
within the brevity of the years which
nature permits its . . . organic form."
And, to the extent that he is a spiritual
being, man "stands outside of nature,
life, himself, his reason, and the world."
Man's ability as spirit to transcend the
limits of his existence is revealed, for
example, by the fact that he is capable of
considering such questions as the value of
human life and the worth of living.
Thus, man is both creature and spirit,
both finite and free. Neither characteristic is, in itself, bad. For, as an
element of nature, man is part of the
creation which God himself declared to
be good. And, as a spiritual being, man is
"in the image of God," and that is
unquestionably good as well.
The problem of man's sinfulness, then,
derives not from his condition as creature
nor from his condition as spirit, but from
the tension which arises from being both
creature and spirit at once. Ideally, man
should integrate these two aspects of his
nature in such a way as to maintain a
respectful and obedient relationship with
God. However, what inevitably happens
is that man feels anxious about his
tenuous condition and tries to escape the
insecurity of it by seeking his own power
and glory. Thus, man's real sinfulness
lies in his unwillingness to recognize the
weakness, finiteness, and insignificance
of his position, and his consequent
dependence upon God.
Niebuhr sums up his understanding of
sin under the notion of pride or self-love.
In relating the concept of sin to the observable behavior of men, he
distinguishes between three different
types of pride: pride of power, pride of
intellect, and pride of virtue.
The pride of power manifests itself in
one of two ways. First, there is the pride
of power in which "the human ego
assumes its self-sufficiency and selfmastery and imagines itself to be the
author of its own existence, the judge of
its own values, and the master of its own
destiny.'' Though present to some extent
in all human life, this form of pride of
power is most characteristic of those who
have more than an ordinary amount of
social power.
The other form of pride of power is that
which is motivated by a feeling of insecurity, insignificance, and finitude.
The awareness of these inadequacies
causes the individual or group to grasp
for power in order to enhance its position
in nature and society. This kind of pride,
or lust, for power, though also characteristic of all people to some extent, is
most characteristic of those who have
relatively little social power.
Thus, in the one case, man seems
unconscious of the finite and determinate
character of his existence, and, in the
other, he is prompted by a "darkly
conscious realization" of his insecurity.
Niebuhr, writing in 1941, cites Great
Britain, "with its too strong a sense of
security which prevented it from taking
proper measures of defense in time," as
an example in international life of the
first form of pride. The second form of
pride, he says, is exemplified by Ger-
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many who, having "suffered from an
accentuated form of inferiority long
before her defeat in the World War," was
now exhibiting a maniacal lust for power.
Closely related to this pride of power is
what Niebuhr calls the pride of intellect.
The pride of intellect is the desire on the
part of the individual or group to assert a
knowledge of the unimpeachable and
final truth, a tendency which has been
most blatantly exhibited, according to
Niebuhr, by such philosophers as
Descartes, Hegel, Kant, and Comte. But,
once again, all humans are guilty of this
sin since "all human knowledge is tainted
with an ideological taint." Human
knowledge is guilty of the sin of intellect
because it claims to be transcendent over
time and history while human reason
remains indisputably confined to the
realm of the temporal. Man thus purports
to perceive absolute truth from only a
partial perspective.
Finally, man is guilty of the sin of
moral pride by his tendency to claim that
his moral judgements are unimpeachably correct. It is impossible for
finite man to make this kind of judgement
since he can only make it in terms of the
arbitrary standards which he himself
advocates. "Moral pride, then, is the
pretension of finite man that his highly
conditioned virtue is the final
righteousness and that his very relative
moral standards are absolute." The
racial, national, religious, and social
struggles which presently plague our
society, for example, are all precipitated
by the sin of self-righteousness. However,
by the same token, Niebuhr is equally
critical of the radical or revolutionary,
for he too exhibits the pride of selfrighteousness.
Thus, man seems to be victimized by
his rather tenuous position as a creature
of nature who is able to conceive beyond
his creatureliness, but who remains
incapable of actually escaping that
condition. • If Niebuhr's view of man is
valid, then it would seem that man has
been relegated to a hopelessly and permanently depraved existence. One's
natural reaction, and the reaction of a
good many of Niebuhr's critics, is to
conclude that either Niebuhr is excessively negative and critical of man's
nature, or that he unfairly shoulders man
with the responsibility for sins which are
inevitably committed.
Niebuhr, however, would argue that
neither criticism is valid. As to the first,
he would agree that man's condition is
not a virtuous one, but not that it
hopelessly and permanently depraved.
Though man may never be able to
achieve a society based on the principles
of love, peace, and brotherhood, he can
always strive towards such a goal and, in
doing so, affect significant and worthwhile changes.
Furthermore, Niebuhr clearly feels
that it would be unfair to contend that
man is totally without dignity. His dignity
consists in his freedom to choose between
good and evil. That man is able to make
an ethical decision of this sort is in many
respects
more significant
and
meaningful than if he were simply
created to do good by nature.
Regarding the second criticism,
Niebuhr would contend that man could
only be excused from his responsibility
for sins if their occurrence were beyond
his control. Man, however,is free to
choose his actions. He is both
knowledgeable of God's will and able to
act accordingly. Sin is not a necessary
trait of man's behavior; it is only an
inevitable one. The difference, small but
crucial, is that the ultimate determination of man's behavior lies within,
rather than beyond, the realm of man's
control.
Nevertheless, Niebuhr's is not an encouraging view of man's nature and
destiny. But encouragement is not his
purpose. Niebuhr wants to understand
man, not as he might be, but as he is.
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More Response To 'Old Trinity'
'renewal'

begin with oneself. A return to the "Old
Trinity" will not foster such reform; but it
will insulate Trinity from the necessity of
such reform, The new Trinity offers the
possibility of self-renewal. It does not
guarantee it.
Sincerely,
RichardJ.Behn,'69

students. We shall work to accomplish our
'dope'
goals through the T.C.C. and the college
To the Editor:
......
administration. We shall demonstrate that
Institutions are convenient whipping boys
there are strong alternative viewpoints to To the Editor:
for the failures we fail to acknowledge as
About Chernaik, Fisher, and their "Old
radical change and its liberal echoes. At
individuals. In their article ("Returning to
present we will rigorously analyze and Trinity" Feces: given the choice I guess
the Old Trinity," Feb. 29, 1972), Messrs.
criticize the horrifying prospects, that form they never had, I'd rather BUY some dope
Chenaik and Fisher display a regrettable
the core of the Alternate Degree Program, than BE some.
Dick Hess'72
lack of sensitivity to individual, responand then work towards the abortion of that
Program. If we cannot reverse Trinity's
sibility and compassion. Trinity will be as
present course, at the least we can stave off
good an institution as its students and staff
iiever*
any further deterioration and progression
desire it to be. It will never be greater.
freezing'
towards doom by the college.
I have also observed many of the changes To the Editor:
To
the
Editor:
that the authors describe. As a freshman, I
All the recent change, and all future
The Mather Hall Board of Governors
The recent article by Chernaik and Fisher
witnessed Trinity's insularity from the clearly denounces the charges appearing in proposals for change will be subject to the
world and its devotion to "tradition." the article printed in the Tripod of February long hard look of the OPT. Where the OPT struck very close to home for me. I returned
Students were insensitive to all but their 29. We have never supplied, nor do we ever finds proposals or policy either wanting, to Trinity with my wife this fall, and was
by the change in the campus, This
own, narrowly-defined, inferiority com- intend to supply "dope" at any function that unreasonable, or plain destructive, it will dismayed
change
was
not a physical one but rather a
plexes. What I applaud about the changes we have sponsored. Further, may we work to reverse or halt them. We are not
in the atmosphere. When I was a
which Trinity has undertaken in the past six remind the Trinity student body that the negative in purpose. Like all legitimately change
student any big weekend always meant
years is not that they have improved the Board of Governors, as a student organ, is concerned groups our general long range parties, activities and a concert. In other
goals are to raise the denominator of the good times to spend with friends and
education of Trinity students, but that they open at all times to any student.
entire Trinity experience, which we feel has girlfriends. There was plenty of booze and
have made such improvement possible. The
MHBOG fallen
to a very low ebb for almost all
changes — coeducation, more liberal course
of friendship. This fall it meant there
students, and. to broaden the perspective of • plenty
requirements, greater student freedoms,
was
plenty
of nothing. I walked the length of
rational viewpoints on the key issues that the long walk
larger minority enrollment, etc. — have
twice without seeing a student
'OPT'
now
confront
the
college!
The
resolution
of
made it possible for Trinity to become, a
or hearing a party. Fraternities have
these
issues
may
well
mean
the
difference
more open institution — open to ideas, open To the Editor;
changed. Mine is gone. When it happened I
Over the last five years there have been between a bright future and no future for thought maybe it was a necessary thing, and
to people, and open to admit its own faults
both
Trinity
and
all
great
private
but
three
effective
viewpoints
presented
at
and virtues.
that social life for the independent student
Trinity has not lost its raison d'etre, but it Trinity: liberal, ultra-liberal and radical. In educational institutions in the late 1970's. would improve, Instead, social life for the
has ceaSed to impose an official raison our first article we spoke of the specific cop While we hardly expect a popular upsurge to majority has dropped to the level of the
d'etre so arbitrarily on its students. If outs of the liberal causes celebres at end co-education, or to bring back basic dependents.of old.
students lack the maturity to develop their Trinity: The Scholarship Drive and Chuch requirements, the present social and
The change, however, is much wider than
own, personal raison d'etre, is it the in- Stone. However, the greatest sustained academic situation is sufficiently weak to this social starvation as Chernaik and
warrant
a
rigorous
re-examination.
It
is
stitution's responsibility to provide them copout that has manifested itself at Trinity
for student voices to chart a mature Fisher state. It is freezing the academic
with a packaged substitute? Guidance, of has been the copout by conservatives. They, time
course
for Trinity, and to assume a spirit of the college as well. The cry today as
course, is the institution's responsibility, but as much as any other group must take a responsible
position of watchdogs and it was by my senior years is relevant. Una mass-produced student ethic and shared responsibility in Trinity's decline. leadership, so
that fiascos such as the fortunately it seems that those who shout the
Conservatism has virtually discredited Mather Hall Board
education is not.
of Governor's ap- loudest have the least idea of what
Student organizations at Trinity will rise itself at Trinity. The conspicuous charac- propriating money to purchase dope for relevancy is. How can one deal with the
and fall. Requirements and degree teristics of conservatism at Trinity have, up school parties shall cease, and the wilder problems of our society without proper
programs will change. The "moral codes" till now, been a cavalier self-indulgence and rantings for liberal change shall be ammunition, and what better ammunition is
mentioned in the "Twelve Theses" will impotence. If liberals have been the Heepish relegated to the irresponsible status they there than an education, an education of the
always be those which the students practice. apologists for pampered irresponsibles, truly deserve.
greatest breadth, one which includes not
(Official codes never prevented illicit sex or then conservatives have been the Neros of
only the "relevant" courses but those not so
The following is the preamble of the OPT: immediate, those which form a foundation
"inconvenience to students", even in the Trinity, when they should have been its
a concise statement of our raison d'tre.
Catos.
"Old Trinity.")
on relevancy can be built.
Herewith, we submit a program to
Five years of liberalizing onslaughts,
Stupidity is an afflication common to the
Even fraternities as my class knew them
human race, I would suggest to the authors. coupled with simultaneous hibernation by reestablish the ideals and traditions that were more relevant than many thought in
It has no bias against any particular race, conservatives, have closed the minds of the created and sustained the worthy reputation spite of their short comings and prejudices.
religion, philosophy or school. I'm sure present Trinity community to those who that endured Trinity College since i823, to They taught people how to live together
stupidity is present at Trinity today just as it would cry stop and re-examine in response uphold the academic integrity and ex- peacefully and to stand a society, small
was in the "Old Trinity." Even that old to the contagion of irresponsible change that cellence of the student body, to regain a though it was. And the memories and exmajority in the "Old Trinity", prep school had so debilitated Trinity these past five sense of community and college identity periences, pleasant and unpleasant; which I
students, were known to exhibit occasional years. The most rational of conservative which will nurture the individuality of the have carried with me have served me better
argument strikes the Trinity ear with the student and lend to one's years at Trinity a in my understanding of others than a course
stupidity,
And lest we forget, fraternities were cacophany of a traffic jam in midtown feeling of purpose and direction that is now in city structure or psychology of the ghetto
"segregationist organizations," too, with Manhattan. While the most infantile non- lacking, and to terminate the frustration ever could have because.it is-impossible to
rootlessness that is Trinity College, understand others without finding ourstandards and biases much more stringent sense from the left is hardly less soothing and
1972. While others will make change a selves. It is commendable to seek
than color. It is easy to decry "racism" but than a Mozart symphony.
Liberal arguments for change, rarely virtue, we say stop and reevaluate and, vengeance for social injustice, but first you
it is much harder to extinguish it in ourreceive
the vigorous dissection and indeed, return to the ideals of Trinitypast, owe it to those whom you seek to help to arm
selves. Hooliganism is not to be condoned
so that there may be a Trinity future.
yourself. Learn to live with people before
but verbal innuendo can be equally vicious. deficiency exposure that is necessary for
orderly
and
intelligent
change
to
occur.
The
Steven Chernaik you try to fight for them.
If the authors seek civilization, then we all
bland acceptance and railroading of often
must practice it.
Sincerely,
proposals has seen and will conMarcC.Dibona'69
I do not blame the authors for their lack of unsound
tinue
to
see
its
direct
ends
in
the
present
optimism. Trinity will continue to be a frustrations and shortcomings of Trinity.
second-class institution so long as its The Organization for the Preservation of
students continue to act that way. It is true, Trinity is both an educational and an ac'no comment'
/amused'
as the authors point out, that Trinity tivist group. Not only will we continue to
students seem to be no longer aroused or seek out the facts, and provide a viable Dear Mr. Fisher, Mr. Chernaik, Mr. Cass,
.
shaken (whether superficially or otherwise) forum for the conservative viewpoint, but Mr. Michaels, Mr. Gooley, Mr, MacDonald, To the Editor:
Those who would direct criticism at the
by the "causes" which excited the campus also we will seek the means by which our Mr. Mandt, Mr. Engley, Mr. Keaton, Mr.
in the '60's. What is regrettable is not that theses may be put into effect by the college. Martinez, Jr., Mrs. Robinson, Miss Heschel, Tripod for printing the now infamous 'Old
Trinity' column are perhaps unaware of the
Trinity students have forgotten the old
We will continue to use the forum of the Mr. Adler, et. al:
newspaper's role in a democratic society.
"causes," but that Trinity students seem to
Bob
Arced,
'72
Tripod. We shall seek out the support of
By presenting a minority viewpoint in the
have ceased to be shaken by anything.
John
Speziale,
'72
pages of the Tripod, Ms. Heschel has
Reform and responsibility, it is often said, disaffected and concerned alumni and
fulfilled her obligation to the Trinity community in a manner far superior to that of
most monopoly publications.
While I may not agree with what George
Wallace stands for, I recognize his right to v
THAT'S R'*HT.
^
.
«
run for the presidency. Likewise I may not
agree with an article such as 'Old Trinity',
yet I applaud the fact that it was, indeed,
YOOK
printed.
A rather well-known old civil libertarian
named John Milton once argued in his
Areopagitica that in a fair and open ennoise uwas, A oh***- -mr OF
counter, Truth will always be victorious.
Therefore, be not quick to criticize the
medium which is doing such a stimulating
job of allowing various viewpoints to do
battle on these pages.
Remember, without this freedom, none of
us would be able to express our opinions in
print, whether they were in "good taste" or
not,
An amused libertarian,
J. Harris Dean, Editor
The Stafford Press
Stafford Springs, Conn.

9fT "f

Library
Library books due April 1 need not be
returned until April 18, after Spring
Vacation.
The Library would appreciate the return
of these books before April 18, however, if
they are no longer needed.
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Fvinding Scholars

Guess Who?
by Milton Birnbaum

by Dennis Lalli

\i\ <

The Senate Scholarship Fund which
originated in '68 and was renamed the
Student Body Scholarship Fund upon the
dissolution of the Senate, is still alive, and
has been fulfilling its commitment of $15,000
per year in contributions from the student
body and its resources. The purpose of the
fund is to aid economically and socially
disadvantaged students to attend Trinity.
Student support for and awareness of the
fund has declined, however, because fund
raising activities have waned over the past
four years. This year an attempt is being
made to reverse the downhill trend and a
fund drive is being organized.
Bill Reynolds and I have announced plans
for benefit activities in March and April to
raise money for the fund as well as a dorm
canvass late in April which will ask students
to contribute directly as they have in the
past. We have agreed to conduct the drive at
the request of the Student Activities Committee, the budgeting group for student
organizations that receive money from the
general fee,
The Senate Scholarship Fund was born in
the Spring of 1968 after the death of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. A professor eonducted a three day fast on the quad to raise
concern about racism which motivated a sitin at a meeting of the Trustees of the College
after that body refused to discuss with
students an institutional effort to in some
way deal with racism. Finally, an
agreement was reached that the college
would match a $15,000 annual contribution
raised by students for Trinity scholarships
for economically and socially disadvantaged students. The student contribution, as determined by the Senate, was
to be raised and $15,000 to be made up from
the Senate Activities budget (now the
Student Activities Budget administered by
the Student Activities Committee.).
The drive was fairly successful in '68-'69,
garnering $8,000, with over $4,000 coming
from the dorm canvass alone. To complement this, $7,000 was allotted from the '6970 budget, since the budget for any school
year is drawn up during the preceding
spring.. In. '69-'7O, the, drive was not as
aggressive, collecting only $2100 from the
canvass and $1100 from a benefit concert by
Pete Seeger. That year the remainder of the
commitment was appropriated from the '70'71 budget. Last year, no effort was made at
all to solicit contributions, a sad irony since
last year's seniors were freshmen very
active in the formation >of the fund. Consequently, the entire $15,000 was alloted by
the Student Activities Committee from this
years'budget.
. •.
This, action has raised well-taken objections, and the result is the effort to renew
the annual campaign. The events planned
for this month are a benefit performance of
an off-broadway review on Friday, March
17(see Arts Section), and a-dance set in the
1940's period on the night of Saturday,
March 25 which will feature the Big Band
sound of swing music, a real Choclit Shop
(like Pop Tate's) replete with Ice Cream
sodas with two straws and a cherry (compliments of SAGA), cotton candy, a Time

Tunnel taking people from 1970 to 1946, and
tapes of original radio plays of the Lone
Ranger, the Shadow, and Vincent Price,
supplied by The Bookie - Hartford's dealer
in old comics and magazines - these will be
on sale at the dance. More benefits are
planned for April, and solicitation of alumni
from the past several years. The campaign
will culminate with the dorm canvass in late
April. It is hoped that for the first time the
full amount can be raised from the fund
drive alone.
The Scholarship Fund represents an
important commitment on the part of the
student body to support those within its
ranks who are disadvantaged economically,
and to promote cultural diversity at Trinity.
It represents, if successful, one affirmation
of community through action and a commitment to try to deal with the problems of
racism and poverty.
The scholarship fund drive is being
conducted this year. Only your support can
make it successful. Please help to any
degree that you can.

Blood
Volunteers are needed to work at the
Spring Blood Drive on Wednesday,
March 22, 11:30-2:00 and 2:004:30.
Please contact David Banash (522-6388),
Peter Basch (525-3695) or the Pi Kappa
Alpha Fraternity (527-5753).

r-T.W.O. Topics

A Women's Identity
by Martha McCourt and Laurie Hewitt
The woman's search for her identity has aggressive and dominating. Faced with
been confronted with a new twist to an old such a conflict of roles, certainly it cannot
problem. It is the contention that any be maintained that the change that women
changes which women feel must be made are experiencing is irrelevant to anyone but
have to be accomplished by women them- themselves.
selves, that it-is a woman's problem and that
What women feel in the midst of the
men have no place in the search for the identity conflict is not a hostility towards
solution. This line of thinking couldn't be men, but rather the desire that they meet
further from the truth/Firstly, if women see each other on equal grounds and reassess
their role as becoming something other than the meaning behind their lives; what they
what they have been brought up to believe; expect from themselves, from each other
the way they relate to people is going to and from society as a whole. It is not solely a
change, also. This isn't something that can woman's problem, it is a man's problem too,
be ignored or deemed irrelevant to anyone and therefore he is just as responsible as she
who hasn't experienced the same change. is for searching for a solution.
By virtue of social contact this change is
going to affect men and women alike, it is
Men and women must work together in
relevant and meaningful to everyone. Not order
to come to a mutual understanding of
only do women see their role as one which what they
from their lives. Everyone
must change, but in direct relation to this is involvedexpect
the change that is going on and
the role of the man must change as well. no one can in
aside and refuse to, at the
When women denounce their passivity and' very least, stand
think
about
the problem: No one
submissiveness they are, in effect, can shut their eyes to the
responsibility with
demanding that men become less which they are now confronted.
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(Editor's note: This article is reprinted
from the Chronicle of Higher Education,
Volume VI, Number 21, February 28, 1972,
with permission. The article first appeared
in the "CEA Forum" c. 1971 by the College
English Association, Inc. Permission has
been granted the TRIPOD by Earle Labor,
professor of English at Centenary College in
Louisiana, editor of the FORUM, and Milton
Birnbaum, professor of English at
American International College in
Springfield, Mass.)
Professor Charybdis is looking forward to
his retirement, although it is still some 15
years away. He complains that the college
today is no longer an institution "whose sole
function is to cultivate the garden of the
mind; all we have today is weeds." His
recurrent lament at departmental meetings
is that "students can't read, can't write,
can't think" When asked what should be
done about this deplorable condition, he
sighs, puffs at his pipe, and then declares, '
"Don't admit the Yahoos in the first place."
He is conservative in his dress, gray and
• black being his favorite colors. He is never
without his pipe and recalls with a chuckle
the question once asked by one of his former
students (' 'one of the top 2 per cent in all the
years I've been here at this diploma mill"):
"Professor Charybdis, do you smoke your
pipe for the same reason that Dickon in
Hawthorne's 'Featherop' smokes his?" He
notes that "You don't get that kind of
student any more. Pity."
His own specialty is the American
Renaissance. He loves to lecture (and he
devoutly believes that lecturing is the only
way to teach; discussion is merely an excuse for intellectual sloppiness) on the

-i
Di»t. Pub!ishn«-H»ll S/nacat»

purity of Emerson's Oversoul and the integrity of Thoreau's "Radicalism," i.e.,
trying to eliminate an evil by going back to
its roots (after all the word radical does go
back to its Latin root and the Latin word
radix does mean root).
He was quite startled once when a
bearded youngster in class interrupted his
well-organized lecture and asked, "If
Emerson and Thoreau were alive today,
would they be members of the New Left and
endorse the principles of the Students for
Democratic Action?" He told the student to
see him after class, and when the student
did so, all Prof. Charybdis could tell him
was that he did not believe in introducing
politics into the classroom and that he would
greatly appreciate it if the student did not
interrupt his lecture again. He was immensely relieved when this student failed to
appear for the remainder of the term and
thus received a failing grade for the course—"I don't allow any coddling of pampered
adolescents" was the way he put it.
He never signs a petition of any kind, this
being against his principles: "Politicization
of an institution would mean the end of
academic freedom and all that we have
fought for all these years." He, of course, is
against prejudice in any form whatsoever,
but insists that "politics should be left up to
the politicians; my job is to cultivate
students' minds—if they have any, that is."
He seldom attends faculty meetings and
never participates when he does. His
statement, "I suppose faculty meetings, like
death and taxes, will always be with us, but
that doesn't mean that I have to encourage
the existence of any one of them" is one he is
particularly fond of, and he feels that, under
more providential auspices, he could have
been another La Rochefoucauld.
Having been assigned by the fates to the
grind of teaching, however, he finds some
compensation in his research and writing
for scholarly publications. His academic
interests are wide—he is equally adept in
illuminating hitherto darkened areas of
Vergil's Eclogues ("I had eight years of
Latin—none of your new-fangled frills that
pass for courses today") and the unpublished poems of Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow ("I propose to demonstrate that
Longfellow's minor poems are really major
ones and that his major ones are really
minor ones").
He never puts any comments on his
student papers, but does tell his students at
the beginning of the term, "If you'd like to
discuss your papers with me, I'll be glad to
see you in my office; my office hours are
posted on my door." Once a student did
come to see him to ask why his paper had
gotten only a D—when a fellow student had
gotten an A for a paper that the other
student had admitted to him was written for
him by his girlfriend. Prof. Charybdis
replied that he never discusses grades with
his students.
He insists that he is not embittered at
being passed over for the departmental
chairmanship (the one who did get it was a
younger colleague who had never published
(Continued on P. 10)
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Opium and China

Funds

(from P. 1)

(from P. 1)
ind the entire commitment was met from
Spence said the withdrawal programs
the Student Activities Budget.
begun in the late Ch'ing suggest that the
Lalli and Reynolds were asked to run the mobilization of national will may have a
campaign by the Student Activities Com- substantial effect on correcting what seems
mittee which has overall responsibility for to be a physical problem -- addiction. He
the Budget. The Committee, according to its noted that from the late Ch'ing until the
chairman, Jay Mandt '72, had received obvious failure of the Chinese Revolution of
complaints about the size of this year's 1911, opium usage steadily fell. In the
budget allocation for the Scholarship Fund warlord period, however, opium usage once
again rose until the Communist take-over in
of $15,000.
..
Lalli said that fund raising activities 1949.
Spence noted that early Communist and
would include a dorm canvass in late April,
and benefits during March. Benefits will most Nationalist leaders' fathers or grandinclude an appearance of the off-Broadway fathers had used opium. The modern
review "Hark!" on March 17, and a 1940's Chinese political scene, therefore, owes part
of its heritage to the social demoralization
period dance on March 25th.
The 1968 sit-in that led to the commitment which had been part of opium addiction.
Detailing the rise of opium usage in China,
of the Scholarship Fund followed the
assasination of Martin Luthur King, Jr. A Spence said that addiction might never have
professor conducted a three day fast on the begun if the Chinese had not developed a
Quad after the Board of Trustees refused to taste for smoking when the Portugese indiscuss with students an institutional effort troduced tobacco in the sixteen-hundreds.
He said the Chinese developed a domestic
against racism.
In announcing the fund drive, Lalli said tobacco crop which was very popular among
that "the Scholarship Fund represents an soldiers. The Chinese smoked their tobacco
important commitment on the part of the in pipes with long thin stems, much the
student body to support those within its same as the type of pipe used today in
ranks
who
are
disadvantaged smoking hashish, he explained.
He explained it was used as a medicine in
economically." Lalli urged interested
students to contact either Reynolds or fighting malaria and dystentery. Even
himself if they were interested in the today, he argued, modern drugs used to
combat stomach disorders are frequently
campaign.
opium derivatives.
The Dutch brought opium to the island of
Taiwan during the Ming dynasty, in the
sixteen hundreds. The Dutch said the drug
"Potentialities of Consciousness Towards "Kept the natives restful." The Ming
a Science of Creative Intelligence," is the conquered Taiwan and threw out the Dutch
topic of a lecture by Michael Cain, Lecturer but soon the Ming were deposed by the alien
in Arts and Philosophy at Yale University Manchus who established the Ch'ing
and Teacher of Transcendental Meditation. dynasty in 1644. The Manchus got control of
The lecture will be held Monday, March 20th the domestic crop and by 1720 the drug was
at 8:00 p.m. in Wean Lounge, and is spon- used, as a diversion by Manchu military
sored jointly by the Philosophy Department officials, Spence said.
According to Spence, the first major
and the Lecture Committee.
"Introduction to the Science of Creative usage of the drug came in the midIntelligence," is a course given at Yale eighteenth century when the Chinese began
University by Cain. The first such course to import opium from India.
A treaty was concluded between Britain
was given at Stanford University in the
winter of 1970. The general outline for a and China in 1860 making opium a legal
syllabus for such a course was established import at a fixed tariff rate, Spence said,
by a committee of educators in the summer
of 1970. The committee included Max R.
Raines, professor of higher, education at
Michigan State University; Landrum
Boiling, President of Earlham College; M.
S. Melvin, professor of physics at Temple
University; Lawrence Squires and Seymour holds clinic Monday afternoons at Bellevue
Migdal, Professors of English at Humbolt Square; Tuesday nights at Burgdorf
State College; and Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, Medical Center at 80 Coventry St.; Thurthe principal exponent of Transcendental sday nights at Hartford Hospital at 80
Seymour St.
Meditation.
Planned Parenthood clinics keep conIn response to widespread demand,
courses were also conducted a t the fidential records, and no form of birth
University of Colorado, York University in control is especially urged. Each clinic
Toronto, Goddard College, University of includes a session explaining sexual
Michigan, University of California, Colby reproduction and birth control methods, but
College, the University of Wisconsin, and women under 18 receive private counselling.
Examinations at Planned Parenthood are
Sacramento State College.

Science Talk

and with its legalization, the usage of opium
skyrocketed. More significantly, in Spence's
opinion, there was a change in the type of
people who used the drug. He said that now
urban, laborers and transportation workers
("coolies") became the prime users. He
said the drug both made the work less harsh
and increased both the number of hours one
could work and his productivity.
Spence said, "Reasons for addiction had
clearly shifted. You can say that for the
earlier groups, opium addiction was an
antidote for boredom and lethargy ... but for
people in these desparate kinds of hard
labor, opium as simply used to deaden the
anguish of the work."
Peasants were the last group to use
opium, Spence explained, because of the
high price of imported opium. Yet in the

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday,
March 14, 15, and 16
The Edwin M. Blake Memorial Lectures by Sir Roland Penrose.
Tuesday Picasso: Beauty and the
Beast.
Wednesday Max Ernst: the Elephant
of the Celebes.
Thursday Three Spaniards: Picasso,
Miro and Tapies.
8:15 p.m. Austin Arts Center
TUESDAY, March 14
7:00 p.m. - OPEN MEETING to discuss
Campus Day Care Center - Alumni Lounge.
7:30 p.m. and 9:20 p.m. - Film:
Hiroshima, Mon Amour" - Cinestudio.
10:30 p.m. - Compline - Chapel.
WEDNESDAY, March 15
11:30-2:00 p.m. - Bake Sale sponsored by
TCGC - Wean Lounge.
12:30 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel.
7:30 p.m. - NFAS Folk Concert - Hamlin
Hall.
7:30 p.m. - Chess Club - Rm. 117, McCook
Bldg.
7:30 and 9:35 p.m. - Films: ''Vanishing
Point" and "The Panic In Needle Park" Cinestudio.
THURSDAY, March 16
7:30 and 9:35 - Films (as Wednesday).
10:30 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel.
Friday and Saturday, March 17 and 18
A Concert of Music for Choir and Organ
- Trinity Concert Choir Robert Gronquist,
Conductor and Organist of the College.

FRIDAY, March 17
5:15 p.m. - ShabbatService and Kiddush Goodwin Lounge.
8:00 p.m. - Star Night Observations from
Elton Roof, weather permitting.
8:00 p.m.-l:00 a.m. - GOGGIN and
SOLLEL IN CONCERT sponsored by MHBoG, Admission charge: $1.50 - Washington
7°30and 11:40p.m. -Films: "ThePanic in
Needle Park" - Cinestudio.
9:35 p.m. - Film: "Vanishing Point" Cinestudio.
SATURDAY, March 18
(9-00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. - E d . of Fellows Alumni L. and Senate R m )
7:30 and 9:35 p.m. - Films (as Wednesday). ••
•
. . . .„„„ r
8'00 P m Concert sponsored by MHBoG,
SHA NA NA plus 2 Warm-up Acts - Ferns
Center, Admission Charge: $4.50
MONDAY, March 20 t
tAu,
4-30 p m. - Two 1-A'Ct plays presented by
the'Jesters The Informer by Brecht, The
Boor by Chekhov, Admission Free, Goodwin
7:30. ana 9:40 p.m. - Films (as Sunday)
•8 •flOom -Lecture by Michael Kane, Yale
Univ '"'Potentialities of Consciousness
Towards a Science of Creative Intelligence
-Wean Lounge.
SUNDAY, March 19
.
10:30 a.m. - The Eucharist,- Chapel
1:15 pm. - Newman Apostolate Mass -.
Alumni Lounge.
„
2-30 p.m. - Film: Mon Oncle
C
S n d 9 : 4 0 p.m. - Films; "Mon Oncle"
and "Murder Of The Heart" - Cinestudio.

With its share of the opium trade bitten
away by Chinese competitors, Britain
decided the practice was "immoral" and
agreed to Manchu requests to stop exporting
the drug from India, according to Spence. In
1906, he said that an agreement was reached
to cut back exports by 10 percent a year if
the Ch'ing would stop domestic production
at a similar rate. According to Spence, the
dynasty "moved with amazing energy to
stop this production."

Announcements
War Tax

Harrisburg Sunday, March 26, when
caravans across the nation will be conLast week you read in The Tripod about verging on the city to participate in actelephone tax resistance as a protest against tivities surrounding the trial of the
the continuing atrocities in Indochina and Harrisburg 7.
the waste of money allocated to military
The Harrisburg defendants will address
spending.
the gathering. A communal supper at night
Now consider income tax withholding. will be followed by a concert by Peter
Refuse to pay at least $5.00 of any income Yarrow of Peter, Paul and Mary. The bus
tax you have due April 15. You will not go to will return late Sunday.
jail. Only a few people undertaking this
Bus tickets cost$ll. Contact Steve Barkan
witness against governmental policies will immediately at Box 1111 or 246-7961 if you'd
prevent lots of money from being spent on like to go.
death and weapons. This money can be used
instead for constructive purposes.
Intrigued at the idea of saying NO to
Nixon"? Contact Trinity Phone Tax
The Connecticut committee for a choiceResistance at Box 1111 or 246-7961 for fur- John V. Lindsay '72, is forming a chapter on
ther information. As The Tripod said last the campus of Trinity College.
week, "The war dead are screaming to us;
If you wish to become active in the
how can we be silent?"
statewide and national Lindsay for
President Campaign or wish further information you may contact by mail or call
The Greater Hartford Committee of (use what is closest to your campus):
Connecticut Committee for a ChoiceConscience is sponsoring a bus to
Lindsay '72, BoxF, Trumbull, Conn. 06611 or
Tel. 3744703.
Connecticut Committee for a choice• o
Linsay '72, c/o Anthony Pa rente, 15 Mile St.,
Hamden, Conn. 06514, or Tel. 2880331.
Connecticut Committee for a choiceconducted by physicians, unlike those held Lindsay '72, c/o Susan Fabian, 43 Caya
at the Hartford Hospital clinic or Tuesday Ave., Apt. 315, West Hartford, Conn. 06110 or
Tel. 5230530.
and Thursday mornings.
At Hartford Hospital's clinic there is no
charge for the examination or for a sixmonth supply of birth control devices. The
Trinity Young Democrats will meet
clinic is being funded by a special grant, and
provides only two brands ol birth control Thursday evening at 7:00 in the Alumni
pills, one of which is newly-developed and Lounge. Involvement in the Connecticut
primary, June 1, will be discussed, as wiU
still in the experimental stage.
There is often a long wait, in a crowded Freshman voter registration. Anyone inwaiting area, at Hartford Hospital's clinic. terested in any way is invited to attend.
In addition, women are counselled and RefreSihnients will be served.
examined by nurses, then briefly checked
by anM.D. There is usually a three to fourweek, delay, in getting an appointment.
Volunteers are needed to work at the
The Family Planning clinic meets four
days a week (never at night) at the Burgdorf Blood Drive on Wednesday, March 22 from
Health Center. Because its location is far 11:30-2:00. Please call Dave Banash (522from campus, and therefore inconvenient 6388), Peter Basch (525-3695) or the Pi
for Trinity coeds without cars, it was not Kappa Alpha Fraternity (527-5733) if you
would like to help.
reviewed.
A private gynecologist charges from $10 to
$25 for the first visit, including a P a p test,
with lower fees for subsequent visits, according to several Trinity coeds interviewed
by the TRIPOD last week. This fee does not
include a test for gonorrhea, nor the charge
for a birth-control device. Most pharmacies
charge about $2.50 for one month's supply of
birth-control pills, or $15 for a six months'
supply. The total fee for a private Dakota senator. If by some chance Lindsay
gynecologist, therefore, would be about $30. falls behind McGovern, it will be a severe
The TRIPOD telephoned twelve private blow for the mayor. Chisolm at this point
gynecologists last week for appointments, still lacks any substantial support and must
and found waiting periods of one to four divide her constituencies from the young,
black, and female with McGovern and
weeks, for a "routine visit."
Serious inconviences of the clinic include: Lindsay; indeed, each of these three is
1) there is no guarantee of seeing the same hurting the other two. Humphrey himself is
physician during each visit; 2) in case of expected to catch a large proportion of the
emergency, there is no personal physician black vote, since his civil rights heroics in
to call. Of course, Hartford Hospital 1948 still linger in the minds of many.
provides 24-hour emergency care. For
The next major primary after Florida is
routine, uncomplicated cases,; seeing the Wisconsin, and McGovern's chances there
same physician at each visit is not essential. would look much brighter if Lindsay weren't
running. Humphrey also has shown a good
\ The need of Trinity women to visit a deal of strength in the state. Muskie still has
gynecologist once, perhaps twice-yearly, is the most to lose, and his.recent decision to
probably real. But is it necessary.for them finally disclose his financial backers again
to have exclusive gynecological care? A shows he's running scared. Florida and
Planned Parenthood representative told the Wisconsin will prove extremely crucial for
TRIPOD that special arrangements could Muskie as well as Humphrey, Lindsay, and
riot be made for Trinity women since, after McGovern.
all, the needs of Hartford women a r e just as
More about Florida next week, along with
sincere, and certainly more numerous, Why some comments about the media and the
should Trinity women be exempt from the polls. Meanwhile, watch the returns tonight,
inconvenience and nuisance
suffered by and may the best person win, although it's
;
other women?
<
doubtful.

Gynecologists

This Week

eighteen-eighties, a domestic opium was
developed which competed favorably in
quality with the Indian produce, he said.
Spence said that, while in 1880 China was
importing about 10,000,000 pounds a year
from India, by 1890 about 90 percent of that
was homegrown.
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Announcements

(from P. 8)
anything of note but who did manage to get
the majority votes of the department):
"Democracy is the curse of civilization and
the price we have to pay for the
pacification of the Yahoos."
He proclaims that he prefers "teaching to
administration any time. Teaching is selffulfillment;
administration is selfabasement. Like Emerson and Thoreau, I
prefer the sweetness of solitude and the
integrity of independence."
He will sadly observe what he feels to be
the loss of standards in "every area of
human experience. Where are your Ciceros,
your Emersons, your George Lyman Kittredges? Where control is in the hands of the
masses, then you have the rule of asses."
He admits that sometimes he feels like
Ecclesiastes—that there is nothing new
under the sun, that often "I suffer a
weariness of the soul, a hopelessness at the
bone. I even tend to believe that the whole
world is going up in smoke." And all the time he is puffing on his pipe.
The author is professor of English at
American International College. This essay
first appeared in the "CEA Forum" c 1971
by the College English Association, Inc.

Derby •...
(from P. 12)
themselves have to set up the track at each
game.
The most commendable result of the new
League is that the teams are quite well
balanced. This allows for a "home" team at
each game. Since the old Bombers have
been disbanded, the "heroes" or "villains"
depend, like in any other sport, on whether
you're the home team or not. So every team
gels its share of huzzahs and razzes. One of
the really amazing things I've realized after
seven years of Derby watching is that even
the "good guys" (i.e., the old Bombers)
used foul tactics; but for all those years I
cheered right along with the crowds,
because the Bombers were the Roller
Derby; they were the White Knights. Now
when I see Charlie O'Connel kick some guy
in the mouth who used to be a teammate, it's
kind of a sobering sight. If the game happens to be from Madison Square Garden
(the Chiefs' home arena), I cheer as he
kicks. If the game is in Cincinnati, I boo.
That's the paradoxical nature of the Derby.
Perhaps that's why it's so popular. At any
rate, I fear I'll always be a fanatic.
To close, let me urge all of you who sneer
at the Derby, and those who've never seen
it, to go out and take in a game in your area.
I guarantee you won't be bored, 'cause
there's action all the time on the banked
track. You've got Joan Weston, the Blonde
Amazon; Jan Vallo (the roughest girl on
skates); Mike Gammon (he was born on
skates; his mom was a skating star, his Dad
was a skating star; he could skate before he
could walk; he's a giant on skates, he's got
terrific balance; and he's a swell dancer),
and many others. So go out and see a game
live (in New Haven or West Springfield).
The final league game of the season in this
area is set for March 26 at the Eastern
States Coliseum, featuring the Chiefs and
the Red Devils. And if you're leery over
shelling out three bucks for something
you've never seen, catch it on the tube on
Saturdays (Ch. 40, 1 p.m.) or Sundays (Ch.
40, noon), or Channel 18, again, Saturday at
7:00 p.m.
:
Well, that's all from here. Back to you at
trackside, Walt. . . .

a week, from 9:30 a.m. to 12:20 p.m., for the
period 2fi June 1972 through 14 July 1972. A
continuation of this course will be given at
the same hours, five days a week, for the
period 17 July 1972 through 4 August 1972.
Fall term courses (which will be continued in the spring term next year) a r e as
follows:
Elementary Chinese, M,W,F - 2:00 p.m. to
The Pet Friends Association of Trinity
College announces "Scoop-the-Poop-Day": 2:50 p.m.;
Second-year Chinese T, TH - 2:00 p.m., to
Saturday, April 22, 1972.
A keg of Beer will be awarded to the group 3:15 p.m.;
(Either of the following may succeed
that turns in the largest bag of fecal matter;
Second-year Chinese.)
determination will be by weight.
Civilization and Literature, M,W,F - 1:00
More details will be announced in the near
p.m. to 1:50 p.m.;
future!
Modern Chinese Literature, T, Th- 12:30
p.m. to 1:45 p.m.
Trinity College students are welcome to
A full year of Elementary Chinese will be
taught during the summer session as part of apply to participate during the summer of
an Asian Studies Program which v/ill in- 1972 (application is made directly to the
clude a trip to China in the summer of 1973. Central Connecticut State College and
One full term's work will be given five days tuition is paid to that school). Through our

Julian Bond, Georgia legislator and civil
rights leader, will speak at the University of
Hartford Sunday, March 19, at 8 p.m. in the
Physical Education Center. Bond will speak
on "Politics '72" as part of the Black Week
program at UHart.

PFA

Chinese

cooperative program, Trinity students may
apply to enroll in Chinese language courses
next fall without payment of tuition. Those
wishing to enroll next fall should consult
Professor Oxnam and Dean Winslow.

Semester
Trinity may nominate one student for
participation in either the Washington
Semester Program, the Urban Semester
Program, or the International Semester
Program (all approximately the same in
format but with different emphases) at the
American University in Washington, D. C
Each project occupies a full semester and
consists of a seminar, an individual
research project, and one regular course at
The American University. Four course
credits, on a transfer basis, are given at
Trinity College. Interested students should
see Dean R. Winslow no later than March 21,
1972. For further information contact the
Office of Educational Services.

Being the adventures of a young man
whose principal interests are rape,
ultra-violence and Beethoven.

NOW ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS FOR:
BEST PICTURE
BEST DIRECTOR
BEST SCREENPLAY
BEST EDITING
BEST FILM
OF THE YEAR
BEST DIRECTOR
OF THE YEAR.

STANLEY KUBRICKS

STEREO TAPE
SALES
National distributor needs school
coverage Top 50--8-track tapes
wholesale prices/ large earnings
NO INVESTMENT Contact:
Mr. H. Harris
Lake Erie
International, Inc.
3441 West Brainard Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio
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Swing into Spring with a Swing
Analysis. An inexpensive way to have
your Golf Swing checked by
THE PROFESSIONAL
GOLF SCHOOL
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A Stanley Kubrick Production "A CLOCKWORK ORANGE"Starring Malcolm McDowell -.Patrick Magee
Adrienne Corri and Miriam Karlin • Screenplay by Stanley Kubrick • Based on the novel by
Anthony Burgess • Produced and Directed by, Stanley Kubrick . Execute Producers
Max I tob and & Uv,noH . From Warner BrOS;
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Breaking the Record

Multi Media (Reprise)

by Hoops Donsky
There are strange things done
In the midnight sun
By the men who moil for gold
-Robert W. Service
Their faces are weathered from long days
in the saddle. There is a gleam in their eye
that bespeaks more than mere words can
ever say. Their lips are set in what any
chance observer could only interpret as
determination. They are loners, both from
choice and inclination, There is definitely
something that sets them apart from the
ordinary breed of man. They are bargain
record hunters.
, Their presence alone is enough to inspire
fear in the hearts of floorwalkers and store
managers. They cruise the length and
bredth of the country, searching for that
which they know they must. Their sences
are attuned to the vibrations of their elusive
prey. On a good day, they can smell a
bargain record at 50 paces.
There are generally three, although
sometimes there are more. The lean one on
the far right is Bob. His eyes are hidden
behind his perennial blue sun-glasses. He is
attired for riding, in a nattily tailored Eric
Clapton coat. He seems meek and mild
mannered, but • a strange transformation
comes over him when he steps behind the
wheel of his supercharged, dual-hemi, four
barrel, quintiple Webber, beared, stroked
and reamed 550 cu inch, 672 horsepower
Corvair. He turns into a driven man, who
has to transport himself to his prey in the
least possible time.
The tall Skinny one in the middle is Hoops
(no relation). He is generally the one at
whose instigation they have set off on there
travels. It is he who urges the group to go on
when they would have otherwise turned
back. He is a fool.
The short dump one on the left is Kip. He
used to ride with the dreaded Mitchell gang,
but since the death of his vehicle, he has
taken to riding with a different pack.
Their hang-outs are several and varied.
They can usually be found at one of the
many Brads around the State. Brads is the
main drag. The three of them can usually be
seen thumbing through piles of dollarninetynines, or dollarsixtynines. They can
be easily recognized because they all have
outsize thumbs, which have huge callouses.
They never go near the dollarseventy nones,

as these are the fabled and dreaded
processed bargains.
When not at Brads, they can sometimes be
found at Moon Discount. Moon Discount is
one of their favorite place a) because it is
open 24 hours a day, which allows them to
satisfy the deamonic cravings at any time of
the day or night, and, b) because it has a
great pinball machine.
Another place they can be found is J.M.
Plains, which is world reknowned. They still
tell of the day when the dread Mitchell gang
was once on the elusive trail in New Britain,
yet, due to the machinations of the gods of
bargain record buying, they were diverted
from their path. (Indeed, Bob has often
compared his eternal search with the fabled
voyage of Ulysses.)
However, it is not all tinsel and glitter in
the world, and our determined trip also finds
themselves in the depths of degredation.
Such a place is Bottoms, so named because
it is. Nestled in the picturesque armpit of
Connecticut, Berlin, is perenially bathed in
grime. It is enough to turn one's feet,
perhaps to the Cottonworths down the
street.
Yessir, bargains can be found almost
anyplace you'd want to look but many
people don't think it worth their effort to
thumb through millions of Porter
Waggoner, Wayne Newton, Ernest Tubb,
David-Clayton-Thomas and Lloyd Bridges
records for the occasional gem you may
find. TRIPOD bargain record reporter Matt
Moloshok asked Bob about this very point.
Bob replied, "Well, you know, if all the
people would just hear my plea for more
bargain records. I mean, sometimes you
dispair, you think, why am I doing this, but
there's always something that makes it all
right. I mean, how can you top the joy of
buying a Klaus Doldinger record for 29
cents?" Inspiring words.
As they ride into the sunset, their saddle
bags laden down with the haul, plus the
saltpork of the trade: malted milk balls, and
chocolate covered cherries, their weather
beaten lips curled into the faintest smile,
looking for p ' t h e world like•'CfronT right to
left) Audie Murphey, Jeff Chandler, and
Percy Helton, they hardly seem the type to
do damage. But they are. If you see them, do
not attempt to apprehend them yourself.
They should be considered armed and extremely dangerous.

-by Okie O'Connor10) MotoGuzzi V7 Ambassador 750 Somehow this one got left out last week. You
can blame me, though, and not the printer.
This bike is really a Cadillac, very heavy,
very expensive, but like the BMW, a fine
touring machine. The Sport model is quite
impressive, being about fifty pounds lighter
than the Ambassador, with an increase in
engine performance.
Over the last few years, motorcycling has
become a commercial concern. Perhaps the
greatest impact made on the commercial
bike market came when Honda began their
famous "You meet the nicest people on a
Honda" campaign. The success of this
routine made many manufacturers, it
seems to me, look for some gimmick with
which to corner customers.
The big British bikes, of course, could fall
back on their tradition of being really heavy.
Those bikes were fast, big, and appealed to
another kind of rider than the soft-sold
Japanese machines. Harley people, of
course, were always Harley people, and
always will be, so they didn't have any great
threat to their big bike market, but they
certainly snapped to attention, when faced
with the prospect of competing with the
Japanese with their Italian-built small bikes
(which really eat anyway).
What has happened is that there are all
sorts of people now involved in motorcycling, people, the likes of which had never
been enthusiasts before. It appears as if
they all were trying to cash in on a new
image, the values of which had been the
chief appeal to motorcyclists of the past.
That is, people want to achieve the free
spirit, the wanderlust, the cool attitude,
whatever, of the people they invision as bike
freaks. We can probably thank Peter Fonda
and the Hells Angels for a lot of that.
But these people have now become the
"public". This is something that bike freaks
were not for a long time. But since there are
so many people into the sport, and since
most of them don't know the first thing
about motorcycles, there is a big demand

Tripod
Anyone interested in writing Sports for
the TRIPOD should contact the Sports
Editor, Hoops Donsky.

When do you drink malt liquor anyway?
Anytime you feel like it. That is, if it's BUDWEISER Malt Liquor.
BUDWEISER Malt Liquor is the first 100%-malt, malt liquor around (no other
grains added). It's the first malt liquor that really is . . . malt liquor.

for service these days, as well as for
motorcycles.
This isn't just bad for the public, who have
to make an appointment a week in advance
just to get a flat fixed, but it also puts a big
burden on the dealer who has to handle all
the creaps who are using up the valuable
time of his mechanics with flat tires,
tightening chains, and other absurdly
simple maintenance.
Everybody wants to ride. Most people
have different reasons for why they started
riding, or why they bought their particular
machine. But they all relate in one way or
another to the same thing, that is, the
amazing exhileration one gets from driving
a motorcycle. Admittedly, some people
seem to relate to this by pretending to be in
contact with that feeling. But at least they
know they're missing something.
Whatrmgettingatmayseemelusivehere.
I came into motorcycling, purely on a whim.
Having been unable to secure the funds for
my dream machine (which was a 426
HemiCuda), I sold my 1962 Volvo P1800 for
my Norton. This was the only way I figured I
could afford the kind of performance I was
after. But I can say with alarming certainty,
that for every minute of time I have been
riding, I have spent at least five minutes
working on a machine in order to be able to
ride it.
This is, of course, an extreme case, and I
would not contest anyone's conclusion that I
be out of my mind, but the standard I am
bearing is that of the real enthusiast. I don't
believe one can fully appreciate the experience one is having on a bike, if (please
pardon this construction) one can't relate to
the experience of the motorcycle itself.
I raise the same criticisms to
automobilists, although I have given up on
them. If you want to get a good impression
of the mean level of savvy of the average
American motorist, just work in a filling
station for a few months, and you'll be
astonished
In listing my top ten preferences of bikes,
I was very conscious* of recommending
bikes that anyone, just about, could get
along with. There are, however, all kinds
and varieties of motorcycles which are
fascinatingly irregular.
The signal feature of motorcycling, years
ago, was that it was completely impractical,
and it was the idea that one had to be
somewhat crazy to indulge in that diversion.
This is what, indeed, must have appealed to
me, and why I was drawn in with such affinity.
Now it seems as if there are new
regiments of "practical" business heads
getting involved. They are trying to make
motorcycling into something which it is not,
in order to gain a wider market. There is an
argument that these people are making it
into something which it is becoming, at least
for many people. This I suppose is true, but
it is just involving more and more crazy
people.
In this respect, I think that this is just a
fad. Given some dire circumstances,
another depression or ice age, and it will die.
And all that will remain will be some old
impractical and crazy people riding around
on remarkable looking machines whose
marques can't be pronounced.
But for you commercially-minded folks,
here's the latest impressions off the hot line.
This past week I had the distinct pleasure to
have a ride on the new Suzuki 750-3 watercooled. Very nice. The bike is quite wide and
pretty weighty. The seat is correspondingly
wide, and very comfortable, with more than
' enough room for driver and passenger. The
instruments are very visible. The power is
exceptionally good for two-stroke. And there
is almost no vibration. The only thing I don't
like, vehemently none the less, is the foot
peg positioning. Much too far back.
And a special apology to those of you who
were upset by the gaseous vapors floating
around the south end of campus on Sunday. I
own up, and it won't happen again.
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Completely rebuilt engines, all
models. Will rebuild your
engines, also install.
— Honest, Reliable—
VOLKSWAGEN ENGINE
SPECIALISTS
Tel. 269-8570
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Sports Editorial

Tennis Bums
A long, long time ago, tennis was a game for the rich. In lots of ways, it
still is. Of course, back when, most tennis players were amateurs, for a
number of reasons. They could affort it - there weren't that many important tennis matches, and tennis was certainly not a mass spectator
Of course, times change, and tennis has become within the reach of just
about anyone. Tennis courts are springing up left and right. And the mass
appeal has gone up.
.
.
So now we have pro tennis, whereby the tennis players get paid tor their
labors. There's pro golf, pro bowling, pro track and field - there's really
nothing wrong with pro tennis. All the best players in the world, now, are
pros.
Also a long, long time ago, the most prestigious tournament was the
Davis Cup. Countries would battle it out for possession of the Cup, and it
meant a great deal. With the advent of Open Tennis (pros and amateurs
competing together, in tournaments like Wimbleton) the Davis Cup was
still closed to pros, and as a result, lost some of its appeal.
Well, some one decided it was still a good idea to have countries
competing against each other, hence the World Cup. The U.S. takes on
Australia and the first team to win 4 matches out of 7 takes home the
marbles. Sounds great, no?
This past week, the Aetna Life Insurance and Casualty Company
brought the World Cup to Hartford. As the Hartford Courant put it,
"Hartford was the center of the tennis universe." Aetna put up 30,000 in
prize money, as well as donating another 10,000 to PAL of Hartford. Even
at the amazingly high prices for seats (7 bucks a throw for the night
matches, 9 for the afternoon set to, 20 for the whole series) Aetna expects
to lose money. After all - there are only 2100 seats in the Ferris Athletic
Center, where the tourney was held. Aetna expects to keep the tournament in Hartford, and eventually stage it at the new Civic Center,
which is still in construction.
All this is well and good, except for a few things. First, the World Cup is
a stupid idea to begin with. It doesn't match the best players together,
and there is no single winner. Further, this year, the tourney was decided
after the first two nights, cause the Aussies took the first four matches.
Sunday's action was eminently superfluous. This is not to say that the
action was dull, but on the other hand, some players play better when
they play for money.
Also, the prizes put up are not really that large. In fact, each Aussies'
winning share was only $5,000, which is not bad for a weekend's work, but
is not immense compared with some tennis purses.
All-in-all, Aetna comes out smelling like roses. They seem like patrons
of sports (it's like being a patron of the arts, but has more mass appeal)
and get lots of free advertising that money can't buy. The 10,000 dollars
for PAL is tax deductable. And, I suppose, it can't hurt Aetna's insurance
business any. {Aetna also kicked in some money to Connecticut Public
T.V., who broadcast the matches live. This money too is tax deductable.)
. It was good tennis, that's for sure, but the format certainly needs improvement, and Aetna, if they have any interest in tennis at all, instead of
in money, would do well to scrap it next year in favor of a regular open
tournament. The Davis Cup, meanwhile, should be expanded to the pro
ranks.
The more things change, the more they stay the same, Tennis used to
be a game of the rich. With Aetna sponsoring it, it still is.
• '.' .
— Hoops

(Levin Photo)

World Cup

Bob Lutz makes a return against John Newcomb in World Cup tennis action. The U.S.
lost the series against Australia, 6-1. Only Charlie Passerall managed a victory against
the Aussies, and that came against Newcomb in Sunday's play.

Fencers Place 4th In Tourney
Hoping to cap the season on a high note,
the fencing team journeyed to Holy Cross
University for the annual New England
Fencing Championships on February 28th.
As the day's fencing began Paul Meyendorff
and Phil Daley, this year's co-captains,
were acknowledged favorites in their
weapons. Paul, a senior, fenced the best
matches of his career winding up 11-2 and
placing second in the tournament. He
defeated former champion Mark Ryan of
Norwich Military Academy by the convincing score of 5-2. Paul was only
conquered by M.I.T.'s Asherpian who
placed first in the tournament.
Phil fenced well in epee but did not make
it to the finals having lost two close matches
(5-4, 5-4) in the opening round. Due to these
losses he was forced to fence off for a
position in the finals. He lost the fence off 3-2
as time cut short the match. It turned out
Phil's two losses and his fence off were
against the eventual champion and runnerup in the competition. Phil, however, seeks
redemption this weekend at the national
qualifying tournament in New Haven.
In Trinity's "mystery weapon", the saber,

action was plentiful and successful Number
one Trinity saber, "rusty" Kevin O'Malley
fenced well compiling four victories and
three losses, but Neil Glassman stole the
light in his supporting role by slashing his
way into the finals with five victories. Neil's
simultaneous impersonations of Bob Hayes
and Basil Rathbone while on the fencing
strip spread fear through the fencing ranks,
while his "Boy am I gonna get wiped out"
routine spread goodwill and friendship
through the saber competition. Neil
distinguished himself by placing fifth in the
tournament.
In the team standings M.I.T. won the meet
convincingly with 31 points while Trinity
placed fourth with 21 points. Jim Sullivan
and Bruce McWilliams aided the Trinity
team's effort by contributing victories in
their respective specialities. Brandeis and
Holy Cross nudged ahead of Trinity with 24
and 23 points respectively. Although Paul
and Bruce will be lost to graduation the
Trinity team should return stronger next
year with seven regulars returning and
depth in all three weapons.

Not So Smooth Jammin'
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Strange things are happening on the
banked track these days. As the legendary
Walt Harris would say, "there are no dull
moments in Roller Derby-there's action all
the time." Walt known whereof he speaks.
Within the last year your favorite skaters
and mine have undergone a massive shakeup in team rosters and home cities, resulting
in more exposure than ever for the ballbearing set.
This shake-up has had both good and bad
consequences, but before I explore them it
behooves me to acquaint the uninformed
with the basics of this great "sport". Each
team has a male and a female squad, each
with five players. The squads alternate for
eight periods of 12 minutes each. Each
squad is composed of a pivot skater (solid
black helmet), two blockers (solid red
helmets) and two jammers (solid cross on
helmets). The object of the game is for the
jammers on each team (and, in some
situations, the pivot skaters) to break away
from the pack, circle the track (a large oval
with a surrounding railing), and try to pass
(iap) members of the opposing team. Each
opponent passed yields a point for the
passing team.
.
::
But this brief sketch cannot do justice to
the drama and excitement of the sport. As in
professional wrestling, there are heroes arid
villains in the Derby (although, as I will
relate below, this situation has been considerably modified of late), and the bad
guys of the skate set could give Dick the
Bruiser a few pointers. The game is conducive to skullduggery-skaters kick, choke,
punch, gouge, throw chairs, and in general
try to disembowel their opponents, which is

by Dexter
quite difficult when you're on roller skates.
Of course, scoffers claim that much of the
bloodshed is faked, and to a certain extent
they are right. Theatrics are a large part of
Roller Derby, especially among the ladies.
But much of the violence is on the up and
uppercut, which lends a lot to the game.
Without the punches, the game itself would
have little punch, to tell the truth.
But back to that big shake-up. For eons, it
seems, the Derby was confined to four
teams, three of them composed of nothing
but evil skaters. The fourth team, the
perennial champs of the League, were
always the "good guys," no matter where
they skated in the country. If you've never
heard of the San Francisco Bay Area
Bombers (pardon while I bow my head),
then start listening. They were the Green
Bay Packers of Roller Derby. Led by Hall of
Famer Charlie O'Connell and the blonde
Amazon Joan WestOn, the Bombers buzzed
and battered their way to something like 10
titles in 12 years.
- '• •
Ah, those were the days. Remember the
immortal blackguard of the track, Buddy
Atkinson Sr.? And his loathsome,
elephantine offspring, Buddy Jr.? How
about the unlamented blonde villainess,
Joan Kazmersky (Euo vadis?). And of
course, we all love the firery, unpredictable
Ann Calvello; big, bad Bob Woodberry;
tough Ronnie Robinson (son of Sugar Ray).
The list is endless. Anyhow, my point is that
the old Bombers have been splintered up
among several teams in the new League,
which was born this past year. "Charlie O"
now heads the New England Chiefs. Joan
Weston belongs to the (sob) Pioneers. If

Peebles
you'll just give me a minute here, I think I
can (choke) carry on. . .
The new League has a half dozen teams,
vying for six playoff berths. Besides the two
teams mentioned, fans across this great
land of ours are now rooting for the "new"
Bombers (more on them shortly), the Red
Devils (Bob Woodberry's wrecking crew),
the Jolters (headed by the titanic Cliff
Butler), and the recently-created Eagles,
captained by that wildman of the track, the
evil Nick Skopus. Incidentally, Skopus is
probably the only man in Roller Derby that
was banned from the sport for being too
rough. That's like banning Johnny Unitas
for throwing too many touchdown passes.
The Derby season is practically 12 months
long, with playoffs in September. The six
new teams have been playing to large
crowds from coast to coast, and the press
and TV coverage has hit a new high (the
New York Times and other major papers
have run feature articles, and many major
papers carry standings). Currently the
Chiefs are in first place, and, being an inveterate O'Connell booster, they've got my
money to take the playoffs.
But not'everything about the new League
line-up is cheering. The new Bombers squad
is filled with players of such a dastardly
nature that to cheer them with the same
abandon as for O'Connell's old crew seen
heresy. Take Bob Hein, "the Bald Eagle".
One of the most hated skaters in the world
He's now captain of the Bombers. And who's
his second in command? (Shudder) Eddie
Krebs, probably the slimiest weasel of a
man you'll ever want to punch. Of course,
the women's team boasts Rnmhor w ^ ™

De
Dolores Tucker, my favorite female skater
but it's still really sad to see the Bombers
reduced to a mob of dock-brawlers.
'
Many of you readers will (and have)
scoff (ed) at my love for the game. Puns s
sneer at the pugilistics, the laughable
refereeing, the baltant cheating. And why
shouldn't they? But I still maintain that the
game is perhaps the ultimate embodiment
of that age-old crowd-pleaser, Good vs. Evil.
But mind you, the good guys don't always
win. As a matter of fact, it often doesnt
seem to matter to Derby fans what the
standings are, as long as their team wins a
good percentage of the donnybrooks. Those
fans by the way are turning out at the rate oi
better than a million a year, and that ain t
bad for an operation where the players
(Continued on P. 10)

Bantam
The deadline for entries in the TRIPOD
"NAME THE BANTAM" Contest is
midnight, March 31st. All entries must be
submitted by that date to Box 69, Trinity
College, Hartford. All persons are
eligible, so get those entries in today and
win one of our fabulous prizes.
Some great entries have already been
submitted, so those of you who are giving
this a lot of thought are advised to think a
little longer and come up with a really
great name for the poor, un-named
Bantam. But time is running out, so mail
those entires in as soon as you can.

